MY GOD!
THE ENTIRE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Editorial

Current Events

Enough time has passed since the election of an actor and a spy to the two top posts in the U.S. government to convince even the most optimistic at home and abroad that the ideologues in power believe what they say and have every intention of implementing their vision of reversing history—even if it means war. And indeed many signs point to that terrible inevitability.

A group of determined reactionaries has taken total control of the Executive branch and substantial control of the Legislative. They already had at their service a largely Nixon-appointed Supreme Court. Many experienced foreign analysts describe events in the United States in terms of a coup d’état, a coup which most Americans don’t realize has occurred. There is surely a need to sound the alarm.

Several themes of this Administration have rapidly come into focus: stark economic and political repression at home, blatant interventionism overseas, and military and corporate control of the economy.

It is impossible for us at CAIB to deal with our primary concerns in a vacuum. Covert operations and the role of the intelligence complex are inextricably intertwined with across-the-board attacks by this government against the people — attacks which are not as uncoordinated as they may at first glance appear. There is a fundamental relationship between developments in domestic and foreign policy and the scope of intelligence activism. In that respect, two complementary and dangerous steps have been taken. On the one hand there is a sharp increase in the use of covert operations abroad accompanied by efforts to legalize, for the first time, CIA domestic operations. Concurrently, powerful moves are underway to impose an unheard-of level of secrecy on all activities touching those areas.

Upsurge in Covert Operations

It is no secret that the Administration is now committed to CIA dirty tricks on a scale not seen since the Agency’s heyday. During the election campaign the CIA complained that President Carter had tied its hands. But as Michael Getler noted in the June 15 Washington Post, the CIA is “expanding its most secret clandestine, covert and paramilitary operations overseas, according to agency sources.” There are obvious confirmations of this, not the least of which is the announcement October 1 of a major new building plan for Langley to double the size of CIA Headquarters. The probable use of the Department of Commerce as part of a network of commercial undercover operatives, detailed in the Naming Names column this issue, is another indication of expanded activity.

Specific examples which illustrate this trend are coming to light with unusual frequency:

• Shortly before his death, Anwar Sadat admitted to the world the massive role played by the U.S. in the Afghan
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rebellion. He revealed, to the consternation of U.S. officials, that Egypt was the conduit for U.S. arms shipments to the rebels, suggesting a scale of paramilitary involvement even greater than had been suspected. U.S. intervention in Afghanistan even reached the "style" section of the Washington Post in a recent note describing a propaganda film supporting the rebels. The film benefit was sponsored by a shadowy group called Youth for Understanding, which sends American students overseas in highly-controlled and isolated programs. YFU's board includes David Abshire, Director of the Center for Strategic and International Studies, for many "retired" intelligence officials. Attending the screening were CIA Director William Casey and disinformation specialist Arnaud de Borchgrave.

- Frantic efforts to repeal the Clark Amendment, prohibiting covert involvement in Angola, and the increased CIA presence in South Africa and the front-line states, reinforce the knowledge that clandestine activity in Southern Africa, particularly Angola, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and Zambia, is rapidly expanding. No knowledgeable observer believes the Clark Amendment was ever fully complied with, but its repeal would allow the U.S.-South African plan to boost the fortunes of Jonas Savimbi and his small band of mercenaries attempting with South Africa to overthrow the MPLA government in Angola.

- Africa has also become a major focus for the Defense Intelligence Agency, according to a startling story in the August 20 Christian Science Monitor. The DIA openly announced its preparedness to pay up to a half million dollars to any university African studies program which would allow DIA personnel to train there. As one student observed, "what the DIA really wants is ready-made legitimacy or "cover.""

- Charges by Cuba of U.S. biological warfare through the introduction of fever-bearing mosquitoes, though they were immediately countered by U.S. charges of Soviet-sponsored chemical warfare in Indochina, have focused deserved attention on greatly expanded Pentagon research and development of chemical-biological weapons. While Cuba was experiencing a serious epidemic, the U.S. charges, coming from the nation which developed and used napalm, Agent Orange, and other chemicals, were never substantiated.

- The recent incredible Libya-Mauritania-Mauritius controversy presented a strange spectacle of the government and the press arguing not over whether certain covert operations were planned, but over which plan had been leaked by which government agency. None of the scenarios were beyond the realm of possibility; first, a plan to assassinate Muammar Khadafi was reported by Newsweek; the government's first denial said the documents described to Newsweek's reporter actually referred to a plan to destabilize Mauritania, which had failed to support Morocco's murderous war in the Sahara against Polisario; after the predictable diplomatic uproar in Mauritania, this was "corrected" to be a plan to intervene in Mauritania to prevent the progressive opposition from an expected victory in the upcoming election. These are all forms of covert operations in which the CIA has engaged in the past.

- Most complicated of all the sensational stories of CIA machinations is the Wilson-Terpil case. Two former CIA operatives were supposedly engaged in a massive terrorist training program based in Libya. Yet the U.S. government, particularly the CIA, has known about—and, some press reports suggest, sanctioned—the operation for years. No one is able to say just who is working for whom, or how many present or former operatives are involved. According to some accounts, one of the fugitives actually met with CIA officials in Morocco during this period to plot the assassination of their supposed mentor, Khadafi. The exposures to date, whether or not accurate, are surely just the tip of the iceberg.

- The Wilson-Terpil case raised the issue whether there should not be some restrictions placed on the employment of former intelligence officials by foreign governments. Ironically, the first person to fear the sting of such proposed legislation was Vernon Walters, former Deputy Director of the CIA. Now making hundreds of thousands of dollars a year from foreign corporations and governments—especially Guatemala and Morocco—he is simultaneously functioning as a "roving" ambassador-at-Large for Alexander Haig.

There are also developments not directly in the intelligence arena which bear close watching. Perhaps the most ominous is the degree to which the Department of Defense is attempting to gain control over areas where the military traditionally had been excluded. The crushing of the Air Traffic Controllers strike led to the installation of thousands of relatively inexperienced military personnel in civilian airports around the country. Another less known example now before Congress is a complicated and technical revision to the Federal Communications Act of 1934 which would give supervisory control of the U.S. telephone system to the Pentagon, even without any declared national emergency.

Finally, it should be noted that the overall justification for these sorts of initiatives is found in the Administration's open declaration of a new Cold War—possibly the prelude to a hot war. The campaign began with the much-maligned, and much-amended, CIA report on Soviet influence in worldwide terrorism. When the first draft did not support the allegation that terrorist incidents were dramatically rising in number, or directed by the Soviet Union, CIA Director Casey ordered a further rewrite of the draft. Ultimately the definition of terrorist "incident" was amended from past usage to include "threats" and "hoaxes." Thus the statistics were instantly doubled. The next phase of the campaign was the release of the Department of Defense report on the Soviet military posture—creating the impression that the Soviet Union has moved ahead of the U.S. in practically every index of military preparedness and hardware. This report, of course, was issued at a time when the Administration was fighting in Congress for its military budget—one of the very few areas in which expenditures are to go up rather than down.

Cold War tactics and Cold War rhetoric can be setting the stage for a hot war, as the constant references by government officials to "limited nuclear war" and to "first strike capability" suggest. The ideology of the Administration points to this, as does the apparent failure of its domestic policies. The economy is not, in fact, recovering, and the Administration may well believe that there is nothing so good for the economy as a war.

The Return to Super-Secrecy

There are so many moves afoot to shroud this Administration's actions in secrecy that we can only briefly list them in this space.

- The CIA has abolished its Office of Public Affairs and appointed an assistant to the Director to deal with the press by what he calls "inverse public relations."
- The CIA is sharply curtailing its publication of unclassified
reports and analyses.

- In May, the CIA announced that it was eliminating the practice of briefing reporters going abroad, but took a more self-serving approach to the issue in August. They announced, according to an Associated Press report of August 3, that the "CIA is willing to provide 'background' information to newsmen about to embark on trips abroad, provided that when they return, they brief the agency on the countries they visited." It is astonishing that this open admission of the use of journalists as intelligence agents did not generate any widespread controversy in the press.

However, these housekeeping arrangements are minor compared to the developments in the legislative and regulatory fields.

- Most significant is the imminent passage of the Intelligence Identities Protection Act, discussed in greater detail below.
- Coupled with the finalization of that law is the news that the third draft of the Reagan Administration's proposed Executive Order on domestic spying is nearing implementation. That Order does not require Congressional approval, only the President's signature. It would eliminate the minimal 1978 Carter guidelines and authorize widespread covert operations by the CIA within the United States. It would legitimize infiltration and manipulation of lawful political organizations and other activities supposedly prohibited by the CIA's own charter — though it has repeatedly been violated in the past, most notoriously in the form of Operations CHAOS and MK-ULTRA. The new proposal goes even further in unleashing both the CIA and the FBI than the first draft, discussed in CAIB Number 12.
- The government is taking further steps to stifle criticism and whistleblowing by disillusioned present and former intelligence personnel. The Intelligence Identities Protection Act is one; the revocation of the so-called "Snepp guidelines" is another. When the Carter Administration won its case against Frank Snepp over the unauthorized publication of his book, Decent Interval, the Supreme Court decision was much broader than expected. In the wake of protest, the Justice Department conceded that the powers recognized by the Court were too encompassing, and issued guidelines limiting the extent to which prior censorship would be imposed. The Reagan Justice Department is now abandoning those guidelines.
- A strong move is also under way to repeal the Freedom of Information Act, or if that is not possible to exempt completely the FBI, CIA, NSA, DIA, and other intelligence agencies from its coverage.
- The government is pushing for the power to conduct warrantless searches of newsrooms when officials suspect national security offenses.
- Then there is the strange case of the "black-bag" warrants. In 1978, Congress created the U.S. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, which was to issue warrants authorizing surreptitious entries for the purpose of installing, repairing, and removing electronic surveillance devices in foreign intelligence cases. In 1980, the Carter Administration began submitting warrant requests to this court for black-bag jobs — entries made for the purpose of searching for, and photographing or seizing documents and other items. The court granted three such warrants last year, but was the subject of criticism from both the left and the right. Liberals argued that such entries required probable cause that a crime was about to be committed, which the court did not insist upon, while conservatives argued that such entries could be conducted by the Executive without any court approval. The conservatives have now won. The Reagan Administration announced that it was not going to bolder to submit such applications to the court, and asked for a ruling that the court did not have the power to issue warrants in such cases. On June 23, the court agreed.
- But the most vicious assaults on the First Amendment are found in the Philip Agee passport decision and the Intelligence Identities Protection Act.

The Supreme Court ruling in the passport case gave the Secretary of State the authority to revoke the passport of any American who travels abroad and speaks out against U.S.
foreign policy. But it goes beyond that. The Court stated:

"...Agee's disclosures, among other things, have the declared purpose of obstructing intelligence operations and the recruiting of intelligence personnel. They are clearly not protected by the Constitution."

This effectively criminalized certain categories of speech, not even based on the content of the speech but on the intent of the speaker. "Speech," which must be free under the Constitution, was thus transformed into "conduct," which may be regulated. Congress considered this an open invitation to do likewise, which it is in the process of doing.

The Intelligence Identities Protection Act

Sadly, but not unexpectedly, it now appears that the Act will become law in one form or another—probably the worst. The campaign against the Act collapsed in part because of what we believe were indefensible actions, a compromizing of the First Amendment by representatives of the American Civil Liberties Union. Many progressive people who opposed the bill as a violation of Freedom of Speech believed that the appropriate strategy was to delay. Gaining time was necessary to educate legislators and the public, and especially the press to the dangerous ramifications of the bill. We and our supporters had sought the opportunity to testify before the House Judiciary Committee.

It appears that the ACLU representatives — though they had publicly stated that all versions of the bill were unconstitutional — determined that since some sort of bill was going to pass, the correct strategy was to negotiate over the specific language in an attempt to end up with a "less unconstitutional" version. In furtherance of this strategy, ACLU representatives met secretly with the CIA at Langley and agreed that in exchange for CIA acceptance of the narrower language which they preferred, they would urge the Judiciary Committee not to conduct hearings and also urge people not to delay any further a final vote on the bill. This in fact is what happened. except that the ACLU was double-crossed by the CIA — something they should have expected. When their "less unconstitutional" version was introduced on the floor of the House, Rep. John Ashbrook, one of the most reactionary congressmen in the country, introduced an amendment to reinstate the original, "more unconstitutional" language. It was also discovered that the CIA had actively lobbied Members of Congress and had sent a lengthy memorandum to them in support of the Ashbrook amendment. Ashbrook pointed out that the CIA and the President preferred his language over what he described as the ACLU version. The Ashbrook amendment was passed by a comfortable majority, and the amended bill passed overwhelmingly.

This is not the first time ACLU actions have resulted in compromising the rights of progressives, and it is not the first time their strategy has backfired. As Victor Navasky points out in his book, Naming Names, the ACLU's "ambivalence" towards leftists has a long history. In 1938, the ACLU had promoted its absolutist position in a pamphlet entitled "Why We Defend Free Speech for Nazis, Fascists and Communists," and in 1939, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, an open member of the Communist Party, was elected to the board of directors of the ACLU. But in 1940, she was kicked off the board for being a communist. In the 1950s one ACLU director gave the FBI the names of ACLU members who had suggested the organization should join the campaign against the notorious witch-hunting House Un-American Activities Committee. Years later the informer justified his actions by pointing out that HUAC then refrained from issuing a potentially damaging report on the ACLU.

Whether in the current case it was self-interest and a desire to appear "respectable," or a sincere belief that it is not a violation of one's principles to promote the passage of an unconstitutional law which motivated this disastrous strategy, we all must cope with the results. Although the bill is clearly unconstitutional, condemned by more than a hundred professors of constitutional law and a growing number of editorial writers, the court battles will take a long time and, given the nature of the present Supreme Court, a victory there is at best uncertain.

The bill makes it a crime to divulge "information which identifies" any present or former undercover intelligence officer, employee, agent, informant, or "source of operational assistance." It is not restricted to "naming names;" it is not restricted to the CIA; it does not even allow the exposure of crimes; and, most important, it is not limited to information which comes from secret or classified sources. The negotiations between the ACLU and the CIA were over whether the standard of guilt would be divulging the information "with the intent to impair or impede the intelligence activities of the United States" (the "less unconstitutional" version), or divulging the information "with reason to believe" that it would impair or impede, etc. (the "more unconstitutional" version). In our opinion, the distinction is insignificant. The intelligence agencies have made it abundantly clear that in their judgment any disclosures of anything related to their activities which they wish kept secret impair or impedes them to some degree. Few investigative journalists would find it easy to convince a judge or jury that although the revelation in question might have impaired or impeded intelligence activities, that was not really why they published the story.

About This Issue

As is apparent, this is an unusual issue of CAIB. After months of painstaking effort, Daniel Tsang has produced the comprehensive and detailed index of our first twelve issues presented here. We believe you will find it an invaluable aid to research work, and will understand that the extraordinary costs of its preparation necessitated this, our first double issue.

We also publish what may be, for the reasons made clear above, our last Naming Names column for some time. It also represents a laborious effort to include all our research in progress at the time it became obvious that the Identities bill would soon become law.

Our Future Plans

We want you — especially our present and future subscribers — to know that we have no intention to cease publication. On the contrary, we believe that the rest of our magazine, beyond the Naming Names column, represents the most valuable contribution we can make to the struggle against U.S. interventionism. We hope that the new law will soon be consigned to the garbage heap of history, but regardless of the duration or the success of that struggle, CAIB will not disappear.
THE INTELLIGENCE IDENTITIES PROTECTION ACT

- The bill covers unclassified material. People believe this bill deals only with releasing information which is obtained from classified material. There is nothing in the bill which limits its scope in this way. In fact, it is specifically designed to suppress revelations derived purely from unclassified material. It prohibits the disclosure of "any information that identifies an individual as a covert agent." This applies even if the information comes from a book on a library shelf, or from a newspaper published anywhere, or from a chance remark overheard in the hallway.

- The bill covers the FBI, military intelligence, and other agencies, as well as the CIA. Many people think the bill applies only to the disclosure of undercover CIA officers. This is not true. Most significantly, it also applies to the "foreign counterintelligence and counterterrorism components" of the FBI, as well as to the intelligence divisions of the military services, and all the other intelligence agencies, such as the NSA. This bill would prevent an organization from exposing and expelling an FBI informer discovered in its midst, even if discovered through entirely legal and open means.

- The bill is not limited to the exposure of government employees. The bill does not merely cover CIA case officers or FBI undercover agents. It covers present and former government employees, agents, informants, and what are called "sources of operational assistance." Under the bill, for example, the famous Washington Post story which disclosed that the CIA had been making annual payments to King Hussein of Jordan would be criminal. Many articles about the CIA connections of the Watergate conspirators would have been unlawful.

- The bill is not even limited to "names." Supporters of the bill suggest that since it deals with "names of agents" it should not affect mainstream journalists, because one can expose an illegal or immoral operation without having to name the names of the individuals involved. This is also untrue. The bill speaks of "information that identifies" an undercover operative or source. As any journalist knows, it is almost impossible to present information which exposes some operation without giving away some information from which one could deduce the identities of the people involved. For example, last summer a number of news stories pointed out that a supposed anti-government radio station "in Iran" was in fact a CIA radio station being operated in Cairo. No names were given, but anyone who was watching the broadcasting facilities in Cairo would have learned from this story that the people entering and leaving the building were CIA people.

- The bill virtually eliminates "whistleblowing" in the intelligence field. The experience of the last several years certainly teaches that if there is any area of government susceptible to horrendous abuses it is the field of intelligence. This bill will have the effect of eliminating the possibility of "whistleblowing" by anyone in the intelligence field, because, as pointed out above, exposures of abuses, even grossly illegal activities, would invariably involve "information that identifies" some undercover people.

- The alleged protections and limitations in the bill are meaningless. Much talk has been made of the idea that the bill is really designed only to "get" publications like the Cover Action Information Bulletin. Mainstream, or "legitimate" journalists would not be affected. But the language does not bear that out, and, obviously, prosecutors will prosecute whom they wish when they wish. The House bill applies to "whoever, in the course of an effort to identify and expose covert agents with the intent to impair or impede the foreign intelligence activities of the United States . . . " The Senate version applies to "whoever, in the course of a pattern of activities intended to identify and expose covert agents and with reason to believe that such activities would impair or impede the foreign intelligence activities of the United States . . . . " Neither of these clauses affords any real protection. The CIA and other intelligence agencies have stated many times that the disclosure of any of its personnel or operations impends its effectiveness. Anyone writing an intelligence-related story would be aware of that. (When the Post was considering the King Hussein story, the White House actually interpolated, trying to get the editor to spike the story, stressing that its publication would impair U.S. intelligence in the Middle East. Under this bill, that would surely have set the stage for criminal prosecution.) What might constitute a "course of an effort to identify" or a "pattern of activities intended to identify" is unclear, but it would not take much. Researching a series of articles, or perhaps even a single article, would probably suffice. Trying to root out the informers in one's group would surely be enough. The notion that this bill has any safeguards whatsoever is another myth.
Naming Names

Because of the imminent passage of the Intelligence Identities Protection Act, this will be our last "Naming Names" column until such time as the constitutionality of the Act has been decided by the courts. Although we continue to believe that the Act's application to the research which generates this column is unconstitutional—since our sources are not classified material—we believe it would be counter-productive to make the publication of this column under the new law the sole basis for a legal challenge. Much other research work is affected, and many other publications are involved. Moreover, we intend to continue to publish the Bulletin, the balance of which remains, we believe, extremely valuable, and to continue our struggle against covert operations and U.S. secret intervention around the world.

In this issue we publish the locations of sixty-nine CIA officers in forty-five countries around the world. They include twenty-three Chiefs of Station or Base and nine Deputy Chiefs of Station. Biographical material which may already be found in Dirty Work: The CIA in Western Europe, Dirty Work 2: The CIA in Africa, or previous issues of the Bulletin, is referenced, but not generally repeated.

Bangladesh

Stephen Elroy Montgomery, who was Chief of Base in Jerusalem from October 1977 (see biography in CAIB Number 9), was transferred in August 1980 to the Dacca, Bangladesh Embassy. According to the March 1981 Dacca Diplomatic List he is serving under the cover of Second Secretary (Political). Given his seniority and his three years as Chief of Base in the sensitive Jerusalem post, he may be the Chief of Station in Dacca.

Bolivia

CAIB has learned that the new Deputy Chief of Station at the La Paz, Bolivia Embassy is James Lee Adkins. As noted in CAIB Number 9, Adkins has served in the Dominican Republic, Chile, and Guyana, where he was transferred in January 1979, and where he was posted during the bizarre Jonestown incident. At least as of September 1981 he was in La Paz, where he is assisting the Chief of Station, paramilitary expert William Adger Moffett III (see CAIB Number 12).

Belgium

The new CIA Chief of Station at the Brussels, Belgium Embassy is veteran Robert D. Aitken, who was born in 1928 in New Jersey. Aitken, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2, left his post as Chief of Station in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania in late 1976, returning to Langley. There are no entries in State Department publications relating to him between 1977 and 1980. On the May 1981 Brussels Diplomatic List, Aitken is listed as Attaché. Given his seniority and experience he is undoubtedly the new Chief of Station in the city which houses NATO headquarters, replacing James Lawrence Corrigan, whose biography appears in Dirty Work, Dirty Work 2, and CAIB Number 8.

According to the same Diplomatic List, case officer Juha Oiva Morkoski has been transferred to the Brussels station, where his cover title is Second Secretary. Morkoski's biography appears in Dirty Work.

Brazil

A veteran case officer who has been at the Brasilia, Brazil Embassy since June 1980 is Robert L. Spinelli, Jr., whose biography appears in Dirty Work. He was last noted serving at the Buenos Aires, Argentina Embassy, in early 1978. No State Department records have been found indicating his posting between that time and mid-1980, when, according to the July 31, 1980 Brasilia Diplomatic List, he was posted to Brazil.

Burundi

The new Chief of Station at the Bujumbura, Burundi Embassy is Larry G. Jarrett, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2 and in CAIB Number 8. Jarrett had been Chief of Station in Chad only since January 1980, but at least as of August 1981 he had been transferred to Burundi. His relatively short tenure in Chad may have been due to unwelcome involvement in the civil strife of the past few years.

Cameroon

CAIB has learned that Linus Frederick Upson III, a case officer whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2, has been transferred, at least as of April 1981, to the Douala, Cameroon Consulate under cover as an economic-commercial officer. Upson has served under diplomatic cover in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania.

China, Peoples Republic

As of at least September 1981, a case officer serving at the Guangzhou, China Consulate General is Ronald L. Cerra, whose biography appears in Dirty Work. Cerra has served in both Geneva and Paris before his posting to Guangzhou (formerly Canton).

Cyprus

A case officer whose biography appears in Dirty Work, Paul J. Redmond, Jr., has been transferred, at least as of
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September 1981, to the Nicosia, Cyprus Embassy. He has served in Malaysia, Yugoslavia, Lebanon, and Greece.

Ecuador

The new Chief of Station in Quito, Ecuador is John William Hennessy, born May 29, 1926 in Puerto Rico. Hennessy has been with the CIA almost from the beginning, serving undercover as a “Department of the Army analyst” from 1951 to 1952. From 1952 to 1954 he was under deep cover as a salesman for an unspecified private manufacturing company. After three years back at George Washington University, from which he had graduated in 1951 before entering the CIA, he reassumed give-away cover, spending from 1956 to 1957 as a Department of the Army analyst. In July 1957 he began a long career under diplomatic cover, serving two years at the Santiago, Chile Embassy, followed by four years at the Sao Paulo, Brazil Consulate General, and two years at the Salvador, Bahia, Brazil Consulate. There are no entries regarding his whereabouts between late 1965 and mid-1967, when he returned briefly to Headquarters, before being posted, in September 1967, to Montevideo, Uruguay.

No records have been found covering the period between late 1971 and mid-1973, when he was posted to the Bogota, Colombia Embassy, apparently as Deputy Chief of Station. Between April 1975 and April 1981 there is again a break in references to his whereabouts, but, CAIB has learned from a Latin American journalist, that at least as of May 1981 he was in Quito, in the political section of the Embassy.

From the same source CAIB has learned that serving under Hennessy is Lance G. Hopkins, born 1938. Hopkins served as a case officer in Montevideo, Uruguay from 1972 until at least late 1975. No further references to him were found, before he was observed in Quito.

Egypt

There are at least four new CIA postings to the Cairo, Egypt Embassy, three of which appear in the May 1981 Cairo Diplomatic List and one of which has been noted by a CAIB source. The new Chief of Station, replacing the 60-year-old Murat Natirboff, who may well have retired, is Clark Rumlill, born May 30, 1934 in New York. Rumlill served at the Madras, India Consulate General from 1962 to 1964. After a stint at Headquarters and Persian language training, he was posted in 1966 to Kabul, Afghanistan. There are no State Department records indicating his postings from 1969 to early 1972—suggesting in-service training or time spent under deep cover—when he was posted to the Jerusalem Consulate General. In 1974 he was transferred to Lahore, Pakistan, where he served until at least 1976. The next reference found places him back at Headquarters in October 1979, and in July 1980, according to the May 1981 Diplomatic List, he was sent to Cairo. Rumlill apparently succeeded Charles T. Englehart as Natirboff's Deputy (see CAIB Number 10) during the transition period. CAIB understands that Natirboff departed Cairo some time in the last four months.

Apparently Englehart has also left Cairo, or is planning to do so shortly. The new Deputy Chief of Station is Earl Norbert Garrett III, who arrived, according to CAIB's sources, some time prior to August 1981. Garrett's background, up till 1978, is found in Dirty Work. His last posting, from 1975 until at least 1977, was in Kuwait. We do not know where he served between 1978 and his arrival in Cairo.

Also serving as a case officer in Cairo is Thomas A. Ruth II, born September 18, 1943 in Hawaii. His record is unusual; according to the 1974 Biographic Register he was from 1962 to 1963, and in 1965, a mail carrier for the U.S. Postal Service. Then, from 1965 to 1973 he is listed as a “records analyst” for the Department of the Army, a well-known CIA training cover. How a mail carrier made it to the CIA is an interesting question. Perhaps Ruth was involved in the massive CIA mail opening operations of that time and caught the eye of his future employers. In 1973 he began using diplomatic cover, receiving several months' language and area training, before his posting, in March 1974, to the Beirut, Lebanon Embassy, for additional field language training. He was assigned in Beirut until 1977, and no State Department entries concerning him have been found from that time. The May 1981 Cairo Diplomatic List indicates he was posted there in May 1980, as Second Secretary.

Yet another case officer in Cairo is Kenneth Mitchell Sapp, who was transferred from Tripoli, Libya in October 1980 (see CAIB Number 9). Sapp, like Ruth, is under cover as a Second Secretary (Political Affairs).

France

In CAIB Number 9 we noted major changes in the Paris, France station: Edwin Franklin Atkins taking over as Chief of Station from the ailing Eugen Burgstaller; Serge Tauhe moving in as Deputy Chief of Station; and James M. Potts taking over from Francis John Jeton as chief of Africa operations. We have now discovered three additional case officers at the important Paris station.

Most notable is the presence, indicated on the October 1980 Paris Diplomatic List, of John S. Habib, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2. Habib, 51, a 24-year CIA veteran, last served as Chief of Station in Morocco, where he was posted at least as of August 1978. The Paris List shows his cover to be First Secretary (Economic Affairs). Since Potts has recently turned 60, it may be that he is planning to retire and Habib will be joining the triumvirate of senior officials.

Another case officer in Paris is Joseph Charles Bernard, born January 17, 1939 in Michigan, also appearing on the October 1980 Paris Diplomatic List, in the cover position of Second Secretary. He trained in the CIA under military cover from 1962 to 1967, as an “analyst” for the Department of the Army. In 1967 he assumed diplomatic cover, posted to the Singapore Embassy as a political officer. We have found no records regarding his whereabouts from 1971 to 1975. From 1976 until at least 1978 he was a Second Secretary at the Ottawa, Canada Embassy. The next reference found is his posting to France last year.

Yet another case officer in Paris, according to a CAIB source in Paris, is Barry M. Bronan, born October 13, 1943 in Kentucky. Bronan served under cover as a
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CIA campus activities
"CIA Recruitment for Women: The Case of Howard University, Washington, D.C." 14-17
See also CIA student movement infiltration: Operation CHAOS.

CIA Caribbean Branch
memos on black radicalism 10-34

CIA case officers
Robert Krueger cited 8-24; see also Naming Names index.

CIA censorship
"The Book That Couldn't Be Stopped" 8-6; Agee's FOLIA cited 8-6; "And the Writer That Could Be Stopped" 7-6; Part II: The Book 2-14, 15; selective enforcement of review procedures 11-25; "The Snapp Decrees" 11-17, 18; "Who's Blowing the Whistle?" 26; also CIA employees secures agreements.

CIA Congressional relations
"CIA Station for Congress: Attacking the Bulletin" 20-3, 8-8; CIA threat to Pike's career in Congress statement 11-24; Cuba protection on oversight 8-21.

CIA corporate ties
Rand Corp. 4-17, Society for the Investigation of Human Ecologies, Inc. 9-17; see also CIA proprietors: CIA secret subsidies.

CIA counterintelligence
"How the CIA Recruits Foreign Diplomats" (Wilcock) 2-4, 10; Norway 9-4.5.

CIA covert action
Angela 11, 20; "The CIA and the Media: Some Personal Experiences" (Wilcock) 7-23, 24; "CIA Propaganda Capabilities" (Gershav) 7-6, 20; Caracas comment 11-25; Cuba protection of links between covert and overt action 6.22; compartmentalization of operations 2.5; Cuba 18-14; 2-16-21; Cuban exile links charted 11-5; Cuban exile terrorists on Rampage" 6-20; emphasis over intelligence gathering 1-4, 11-4, 5; Guatemala 12-17; Havana massacres 12-38; Hughes-Bryan Amendment 8-10-12; Iran 7-26-31, Kissinger on preisdential approval 1-5; Laos 9-24; Lemarchand's Vaccine 11-6; Moroccan (Vaccine) 11-6; "What Ever Happened to the Charter" eddit 5-3; India/China 5-4, 9; see also CIA in various countries; CIA destabilization; names of specific operations and CIA Directorate of Operations.

CIA data management
Cuba projection 6-23.

CIA destabilization
see CIA covert action; CIA destabilization specific countries; CIA in specific countries.

CIA destabilization Agency
"Azores contingency plan 11-8-42.

CIA destabilization Chile
"Landes study" 9-11; parallels with Jamaica cited 10-8, 10-11-15, 17.

CIA destabilization Grenada
"Grenada Denounces Destabilization Campaign" (Bishop) 5-16; 8; 11.

CIA destabilization Guatemala
"Guatemala 5-7, 9-24, 10; 19.

CIA destabilization Jamaica
The Cuban Ambassador to Jamaica: A Case Study in Media Manipulation and Destabilization" (Rava 7-4, 7; Jamaica (edit). 10-23; 11, 12: "Massive Destabilization in Jamaica" Ray, Schapira 10-9, 17; "Researching Consumers: The Market for Destabilization" (Wolff) 11-15-21; see also CIA destabilization-Nicaragua.

CIA destabilization Nicaragua
"The CIA's Blueprint for Nicaragua" (Agent) 9-4; 6-10-12.
CIA destabalization
Portugal
Portuguese team: 10:41-42
CIA diplomatic cover
and sources: 2:12-13; Carlucci
comment 11:24; less likely to be used in future
1:7
CIA Directorate of Operations
dominant role: 4:34; "Nicaragua Task Force
6:30; also CIA covert action
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Carlucci on HR56:5; "The Cyclone Moves in
at Langley" (Wolf) 12:28-31; "Deputy Director
on Assassinations" 3:24; "Exceptional
Intelligence Analyst Program Moves Ahead" 8:25;
"Turner and Carlucci on the Warpath"
(edit 15:23) "Turner in Trouble" 3:44
"dirt tricks"
mailing of 2:12; see also CIA use of
chemicals; mail surveillance
CIA domestic activities
"CIA Firearms Authority. What Does It
Mean?" 4:34; checks sent to various
organizations 7:24; memo on black radicalism
10:24; "Proposed Executive Order Change in
Domestic Intelligence Gathering" 12:23; U.S.
news agencies 7:12; see also CIA secret
subtexts; CIA proprieties; Operation
CHAROS; Operation MK-ULTRA
CIA double agents
"Ten Years as a Double Agent in the CIA"
2:16-21
CIA electronic surveillance
The Private Sector (O'Toole) cited 12:43; see also
electronic surveillance
CIA en blem
"The CIA Commemorative" (Lawrence)
11:31-32
CIA employees and "former" employees
AFIO membership breakdown 11:26; Agence's
replacement in Montex video 6:11; "Believe It
or Not" CIA Department 5:20; Christopher
Bird 9:17; Colby on manpower 6:21, 23;
"Curiously Most Kill Cats But Not the CIA"
5:21; distinction from "agents" 1:13; estimated
total number of employees 7:20; "Intelligence
Buddies and Other Well-Known Secrets" 4:34;
"Komer Named Under Secretary of Defense"
6:26; "Paisley Insurance Benefits Refused"
5:29; "Was It Really Paisley?" 3:24; see also
Association of Former Intelligence Officers
(AFIO)
CIA employees secrecy agreements 1:12; 2:14-15
"the book that Couldn't Be Stopped" 5:18
"And the Writer That Could [Be Stopped]"
8:7; see also CIA censorship
CIA ex-Directors
Colby on HR56:5 8:21; "Former Deputy
Director and Senate Contact Charged in
Scheme to Defeat Canali Treaties" 6:28
CIA failures
Afghanistan 3:7; Iran 3:7; 46:6; 6:29; Nicaragua
5:7; Zimbabwe 3:7; see also Indochina War
CIA financial accounts
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CIA firearms
"CIA Firearms Authority. What Does It
Mean?" 4:34; Cuban exilo trial 18:14
CIA Flaps and Seals Manual 12:45
CIA foreign intelligence ties 4:5
MI-6:27; 8:29; MOSSAD 7:30-31; SAVAK
7:29
CIA Freedom of Information Act
Agee suit 8:6; CIA Charter 8:10; "CIA
Director Plays Semantical in Court" 6:27; "CIA
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termed "dangerous" 8:12; House Committee
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Warpath" (edit 15:23) "Turner in Trouble" 3:44
CIA Gaming Room 10:40-41
CIA history
Age of Surveillance (Donner) cited 11:44
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Canada" 9:25; "Speech in Canada Stirs Press"
2:24
CIA in the Caribbean
see Caribbean Task Force
CIA in Cuba
see Cuba
CIA in Denmark
"Vietnam War on Danish Soil" 5:10-14
CIA in Dominican Republic
"Elections in Dominican: RCMP, MI-6, CIA
Manipulation?" 10:33-34
CIA in El Salvador
D'Ambrosio claims close ties to CIA 12:14
CIA in Guatemala 11:21
CIA in Iran
Iran Task Force 3:7
CIA in Italy
Peroni report received by CIA 4:3
CIA in Mozambique
"Zambian Smashes Spy Network" (Roy)
12:24-27; Mozambique spy ring 12:43
CIA in Norway
"The Norwegian Connection: Norway,
Unwilling Spy for the U.S." (Samad) 9:4-9;
"Official Secrets Prosecution in Norway" 12:46
CIA in Portugal
Lisbon Station 11:19-22; ties to socialists 11:19
CIA in Southeast Asia
"Profile of US Intelligence in Southeast Asia"
(Kalbtrick) 5:4-9
CIA in South Africa
"Zambian Smashes Spy Ring" (Roy)
12:24-27; "The CIA and Studies on Guerrilla
Warfare in Southern Africa" (Helmick)
4:18-23
CIA in Spain
"Round 705, US Embassy: The CIA Station in
Madrid" 4:10-13
CIA in Sweden
"Swedes Warn US Embassy: Stop Illegal
Intelligence Activities" (Lennart) 5:15
CIA in Zimbabwe
"CIA in Zimbabwe" (Ferreira Bloch) 8:26
CIA inspections
CIA intelligence analysts targets
Africa 2:18; Caribbean 6:6; Chile 2:17; 11:7;
12:23; Chile Task Force 2:11; China 6:13-15;
24; Cuba 5:6; Eastern Europe 6:16, 19; Western
Europe 6:13, 19; Mexico 6:30; USSR 2:4, 6:13-
24; Yugoslavia 2:4; Yugoslavia desk 2:5; see also
specific countries
CIA intelligence collection
Colby projection 6:18-24
CIA Intelligence Identities Protection
Act
see Intelligence Identities Protection Act
CIA Intelligence Research and Development
Council
Colby projection 6:23
CIA interagency relations
Colby projection 6:22; Interagency Group on
Nicaragua 6:10; Office of Public Safety (OAI)
6:32; public relations management 7:22; "The
'Southwest Hostile Intelligence Threat'; or
How Many Countries Border on Texas" 6:30; State
Department 7:11
CIA Key Intelligence Questions Evaluation
Process
Colby projection 6:23, 24
CIA labor union ties
AFL-CIO 2:22; American Federation of
Teachers 2:23; "The CIA Commemorative"
(Lawrence) 11:31-32; "Hudson Institute;
Targets Socialist International; "Reform" in El Salvador" 11:30; McGree
admission 12:7; Schmidt study 2:28; Thompson
Larson study 2:28; see also AIFL; African-American Labor Center; Asian
American Free Labor Institute
CIA Library
subscriptions to CAIB 3:ever
CIA media programming
"Master Press 10:42; Blanx study 2:28; book
publication program 7:21; 10:38; 12:36-37;
broadcasts aimed at Cuba 7:24; "The CIA and
the Media: 1960 and the Zambian Daily
Gleaner" (Landis) 7:10-12; "The CIA and the
Media: Some Personal Experiences" (Wilett)
7:23-24; "CIA Covert Propaganda
Capability" (Gersovitz) 7:16-18; "CIA Relations
with Media Official and Other" 7:21-22; Chile
3:6; 10:13, 17; "The Cuban Ambassador to
Jamaica: A Case Study in Media
Manipulation and Desubjugation" (Ray) 7:4-
7; Italy 3:6; Italian election 10:43; possible
subsidy for Counterpoint (Roosevelt) 7:28;
"Pressures on Grenada" 10:30-31; "Publications of Interest" 7:34; "Robert Moss,
Arnaud de Borchgrave, and Right-Wing
Disinformation" (Landis) 10:33-34; "Sweat,
Moss" (Weir Bloch) 7:13-15; "Robert Moss’
obsession" (Ager) 7:16-17; "The Spike,
Thirdly Disguised Fiction" 10:36; support of
Cuban immigrants 7:24; Turner comment on
use of journalists 9:3; see also CIA media
relations; media; news agencies
CIA media relations
"British Continue Doing the CIA’s Bidding"
(Wolf) 9:26-27; "CIA Relations with Media
Official and Other" 7:21-22; Carlucci
passes Base to Boland" (edit 7:22) Carlucci
proposes banning names of agents’ officers
names 6:2; "Copley Rock" 6:6; on CAIB 2:3; see also
CIA media manipulation; media; news agencies
CIA military cover
more likely to be used in future 1:7
CIA-military relations
Colby projection 6:22
CIA mind control
"CIA Involvement in Biological Warfare and
Mind Control" 9:27; "Postscript: Mind
Control" 11:23; see also CIA use of chemicals,
mind control
CIA multinational corporations
"Brechtel Corporation exposes 4:24-25; CIA
cooperative cover 1:21; corporate cover more
likely in future 1:7
CIA myths
Where Myths I lead to Murder" (Agee) 1:4-7
CIA-NSA relations
NSA CIA broad-band interception; interview with
NSA veteran 13:41
CIA National Foreign Assessment Center
analysts rewarded by Turner 8:25
CIA National Foreign Intelligence Program
Recommendations 6:24
CIA National Human Source Plan 6:21, 24
CIA National Imagery Plan 6:21, 24
CIA National Intelligence Daily 6:6
CIA National SIGINT Plan 6:21-22.24
CIA - non-official cover "Copley Role" 6:6; corporate cover 1:7-21; difficult to trace 2:14
CIA Operation CHAOS
see Operation CHAOS
CIA Operation MK-ULTRA
see Operation MK-ULTRA
CIA - paramilitary bases
"Harvey Point CIA Base Exposed" 1:22
CIA paramilitary operations
Angola 2:5-27; Cuba 1:8-14; see also CIA covert action
CIA paramilitary training
"Cuban Exiles and Refugees’ Training for Another Day of Pigs" 10:32; see also CIA training
CIA People’s Temple
Congressional hearings into linkages 10:21
CIA-Police ties
Sweden 5:15
CIA Project Jennifer
"The Unanswered Questions about the Glomar Explorer" (Cohen) 9:10-14
CIA projections
"The Director of Central Intelligence Projected U.S. Intelligence Activities for 1979 and 1980" (Agee) 6:4-5; correction 8:3
CIA propaganda activities, see CIA media manipulation
CIA propaganda facilities
Regional Service Center, Manilla (Philippines) 5:6
CIA proprietaries
CIA recruitment
CIA National Foreign Assessment Center analysts rewarded 8:25; CIA Recruiting "Exceptional Intelligence Analysts" 6:29; "CIA Recruitment for Africa: The Case of Howard University, Washington, D.C." 4:14-17; "CIA Still After Head Hunters" 5:22; Caribou gives figures 11:25; "Propagandist Recruiting Time" Brown Wolf 8:27-28; "Exceptional Intelligence Analyst Program: Moves Ahead" 8:25; "How the CIA Recruits Foreign Diplomats" (Watkins) 2:4-10, Soviet Union, failures of CIA to recruit nationals as agents 1:5
CIA reforms
"The Administration’s Charter" (Henderson) 9:3-3; assassination outlawed in proposed charter 8:22; "CIA Charter" (Stoll) 10:2-3, CIA strengthened 1:4; can’t reform 2:11; democratic in 7:24; "Intelligence Legislation Makes the Rounds" (Schaps) 8:10-11; little evidence of control 1:5, nonetheless oversight committees 10:3-4; "What Ever Happened to the Charter?" 10:13-15
CIA research and development 6:23
CIA science and technology
brain research 9:20; budget estimates 7:18-20; Kirschner photography 9:13; "The Politics of Intelligence Technology" (Lawrence 9:36-37, 23
CIA secrecy
"CIA Director Plays Semantics in Court" in Jamaica. 9:23, USNR Embassy, Tokyo 2:5; see also mail surveillance; electronic surveillance
CIA, Technical Services Division
JAPA link 10:13; Manilla operations 5:6
CIA training
Camp Peats 1:22; car demolition 1:22; Colby projection 6:23; foreign language 6:23; Cuban exiles 6:9; "CIA Learning about Human Rights" 4:34; "Harvey Point CIA Base Exposed" 1:22; "The Principles of Deep Cover" (Fridhov) 10:4, 5-5; secret writing, photography 2:17-20
CIA trials
"CIA Director Plays Semantics in Court" 6:27; "Throwing A Curve" The Trial of Armand J. Operetta" (Schaps) 8:14
CIA undercover agents
McGee admission 12:7; see also deep cover; CIA diplomatic cover; CIA non-official cover
CIA use of academicians
"The Academic Subversion Today" (Lawrence) 4:22-26; "The CIA and Studies on Guerrilla Warfare in Southern Africa" (Mollenkamp) 4:21-23; Colby projection of "academic talents" 6:23; grants to universities 2:8
CIA use of Blacks 4:17
CIA use of chemists
"How the CIA Uses Bugs" (Lawrence) 6:3; "Further Information Sought on Mind Drug Testing" (Lowery) 9:21; see also CIA mind control
CIA use of clergy personnel
Lous 9:24; National Council of Churches opposition 9:3; Vietnamese monks 5:7
CIA use of journalists
see CIA media manipulation; CIA media relations
CIA use of psychiatrists
deep cover used described 10:47
CIA use of psychics
used in Nicolai-Siegfried Ron 2:17
CIA use of psychological profiles 2:8
CIA use of psychologists
in Japan 2:7
CIA use of sex in Japan 2:6
CIA use of women
Huen Nga Network 5
CINPI S Committee on Solidarity with the People of El Salvador 10:16-17
COMINT (Communications Intelligence) 10:16
CONEX III 4:19
CONOPS 11:16-19
CIRCSS (Civil Operations and Rural Development Support Program 5:11-15
CIRCO 11:15
CRFP (Committee to Recall the President) 10:28, 12:29
Cable and telephone communication 9:22
Cable: Abdul "Allah 11:11"
Caetano, Marcelo 7:36, 11:16, 12:47
California 10:10
California Corporation Commission 12:29
Callaham, James 11:22
Collier’s 14:3
Cambodia 16:4-10
Camp, Donald 10:33-34
Camp, Zuma (Japan) 8:3
campaign contributions 9:10; 12:17; 20-21; 29
Campaign for Economic Democracy 12:34
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CounterSpy 1:15, 7:7, 8:4, 15; 10:11, 11, 27 blamed for Welch’s death 1:6-7, 23 differences in CAIB 4.2; impact 1:3; naming of names 3:7
Covina Information Bulletin “About Our Masthead” (edit.) 6:3; Agee Iran episode 8:4 attends AFID Convention 11:24-26; booksstores carrying CAIB 2.2; “British Continue Doing the CIA’s Bidding” (Wolf) 9:26-27; “Bulletin Responds to Mexican Article” 3:18-20; CIA Library subscribes 3:0: “CIA Station for Congress: Attacking the Bulletin” 3:3-8; “Cartucci Passes Ball to Boland” (edit.) 7:2; cited in David Phillips’ letter 11:27; “The Delay and Our Schedule” (edit.) 6:2; differences with CounterSpy 4:2; encounters David Phillips’ 11:27; “Excerpts from Other Speakers and Committee Questioning” 8:17-21; “Finances” (edit.) 11:3; Hervé comment 3:2; “Intelligence Legislation Musts the Rounds” (Schaap) 8:8-10; “Jamaica” (edit.) 10:2-3; Jamaica press conference 10/16; Lawrence article on cockroaches picked up by media 7:3; “Mozambique Smashes Spy Network” (Ray) 12:24-27; naming of names (edit.) 2:3; 4:2; “Parade Magazine Pulls Punches” 5:22; publication to continue regardless of Congressional campaign (edit.) 11:3; Senate subcommittee to consider agents identities bill 12:34; “South African Raid” 12:27; “Speech in Canada Stirs Press 22:4; State Department charge 12:4; “Statement of CAIB Before House Committee, Jan. 31, 1980” 8:13-17; “The Struggle Continues” (edit.) 6:2; “Turner and Cartucci on the Warpath” (edit.) 5:2-3; “Who We Are” (edit.) 1:3
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El Salvador National Guard 12:5-6, 9-14
El Salvador Treasury Police 12:8-9, 11-14
El Salvador White Paper 12:4-9, 11
“The Grocery Store Papers” 12:10-11
elections 10:42-43; 11:2
“Elections” in Dominica: RCPM, MI-6, CIA Manipulation? 10:33-34
electrochemistry/munitions 9:15
electromagnetism 9:18-19
electronic surveillance 8:13, 19; 9:14-15; 11:34; 12:43, 47
“Big Brother 1980: The National Security Agency, the Best Eavesdropper of Them All” (Klepper) 11:35-43; CIA micro transmitter planted in Cuba 2:18-20; CIA bugging likely in Managua 6:11; Denmark, Vietnamese Information Office 5:11-14; “Naval Electronic Warfare and Intelligence” 8:24; “The Norwegian Connection: Norway (Un)willing Spy for the U.S.” (Samia) 9:4-9; Official Secret Prosecution in Norway 12:26; “The Politics of Intelligence Technology” (Lawrence) 9:36, 23; Some Random Notes on the National Security Agency 9:22; see also domestic surveillance; surveillance
Electronic Switching System 11:39-40
electronic warfare
“Naval Electronic Warfare and Intelligence” 8:24
Electronic Warfare/Defense Electronics 4:34
electroneshock 9:27
Elgin (Ill.) Daily Courier-News 6:6
Eliot, Ian 10:40
Elsberg, Daniel 1:22
Eldes, Kenny 9:12
embassies 11:32
Emerson, Gloria 9:22
Enders, Thomas 12:11-12
Epstein, Edward Jay 3:4-5; 4-4
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Erhart, Werner 12:7
Espejo, Rene Silva 7:10-11
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Estaba Moreno, Dalia 11:6
Estado de Sao Paulo, O 7:11
Esterline, Jacob 7:12
Estrada Lexieale. Ethiles 7:15
“The Cuban Ambassador to Jamaica” (Ras) 7:4-7
Ethics and Public Policy Center 9.3
Ethopia 12:9
Etsetsetning jestenst (Norwegian Intelligence) 9:5
Etudes Vietnamiens 5:5
European Economic Community
CIA assessment 8:16
Eurocommunism 10:43-44
European Labour Committee 5:15
European Review 1:18
Evangelical Alliance Relief Fund 9:24
Evans, Rowland 6:2; 12:4
Feldland, Wilbur Crane 11:44
Eventide fire in Jamaica 10:27
Evergreen International Airlines 10:16
Executive Air Services 10:34
Excelsior 1:24
Export-Import Bank 6:11-12; 12:29
Exxon Oil Co. 1:16-20; 11:30
Eye for an Eye 12:17
F

40 Committee 8:22
500th U.S. Military Intelligence Group 8:24
FALANGE (Armed Forces for Anti-Communist Liberation-War of Elimination) 12:14
F-111 9:7
FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) 1:7, 10; 2:26; 6:8, 30; 7:22; 8:25-27; 10:3; 11:4-5; 26, 30; 40, 42, 44
FBI breaks-in 2:11
FBI budget 4:54; 12:32
FBI COINTELPRO 2:6; 10:22, 34; 12:3, 34
FBI domestic surveillance
“Proposed Executive Order Change on Domestic Intelligence Gathering” 12:3
FBI ex-agents 12:33
FBI Freedom of Information Act 2:11; 8:7
Agee 8:6
FBI Intelligence Identities Protection Act (proposed) 12:34
FBI mailbox surveillance 2:12
“Mail surveillance” (Lawrence) 12:48-44, 45
FBI media relations
“Copley Role” 6:6
FBI surveillance
Police Threat to Political Liberties 5:23
F.L. Smith (company) 5:10, 14
FMLN (El Salvador) 12:12-13
FRELIMO (Mozambique) 4:18-22; 12:4, 34
FSLN (Nicaragua) 11:9
FNL A (Angola) 4:27; 7:25, 27-8; 11
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Fallah, Skrudiville Malikis 9:18
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Farber, Myron 3:7-8
Farm, The 12:19
Faroce Islands 9:8
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Fedayi, Victor 10:41-42
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Ferre, Maurice 1:10
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Ferre, Maurice 1:10
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Fifth Amendment 12:34
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First Amendment 6:2; 7:2; 8:7, 12-20, 10:1-4; 11:3
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Ford Foundation 4:20
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Foreign Service News 1:7; 2:13; 4:10-11
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CIA projection of ties 6:22
US Institute for the Study of Conflict 10:42
US Intelligence Board 6:24
US Interior Department 9:17
US Justice Department 1:8; 8:9-9, 9:3, 10-11, 28; 10:21; 11:23, 27, 29, 37, 40, 43
Agee passport hearing 8:5; on HR 5661s 8:17-18; registration of foreign agents 7:25; representative at CIA session 7:22
US Justice Department - Freedom of Information Act requests 3:9-9
US Labor Party 2:10-8:4
US Marine Academy 9:19
US Marine Corps 6:7; 7:12, 2:13, 20, 31:22, 32, 33, 35, 3-44; 11:1, 13, 15, 24, 26, 30-31
Angola policy 7:27; budget employees 4:3; CIA projection of ties 6:22; cables read by CIA 2:13; conference on southwest "intelligence threat" 6:30; El Salvador White Paper 12:2-19;
human rights in Guatemala 12-18; Interagency Group on Nicaragua 6:10; Mozambique spy ring 12:4-25; Pan American Congress of Journalists 7:11; Pretoria Embassy memo released 6:8; recipient of Pernone report 4:5; recipients of El Salvador land reform plan 12:17; representative at CIA session 7:22; revokes Agee passport 8:4-6; Rome mission official expelled 6:5; Rome mission suppression attempt 3:9-11; 4:3; studies on Cuba 6:5; ties with academies 4:18; see also Iran Hostage Crisis
US State Department
Cover Action
Biography: Ryan restricted 1:7; CIA use of cover canceled 2:12; Probist, Edward William
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5:22; "Room 705, U.S. Embassy: CIA Station in Madrid" 4:10-13; Stockholm Embassy 5:15; vulnerability 1:21
US State Department—Freedom of Information Act requests
Age 21 8:6
US Supreme Court 8:7; 11:3,8
US Treasury Department
budget::employees 4:34; CIA projection of ties 6:22
US Vice President's Office
representative at CIA session 7:22
United States v. County of Los Angeles 9:11
U.S. v. Marchetti 2:15
U.S. v. Pedro Gil 1:8
Univac 11:42
University of Bonn 9:17
University of California—Los Angeles 9:9
University of Central Florida 8:28
University of Cologne 9:17
University of Dar es Salaam 4:18,22
University of Guyana 10:20
University of Guyana Staff Association 10:23
University of Lund, Research Policy Institute (Sweden) 7:34
University of Maryland
CIA recruitment 4:15-16
University of Miami 7:5
University of Michigan 4:22
University of Southern California 9:9
University of Washington School of Law 12:8
University of Zambia 4:18,20-21,25
University Press of America 4:36
Unio Mar Uno 12:10
Up Park Army Training Camp (Jamaica) 9:23; 10:16
Uruguay
Age 11:11; 7:16-17

V
Vadso (Norway) 9:5
Vaky, Viron P. 6:6; 7:8
Vale, Michael 5:15
Valenti, Giovanni 3:9
van den Bergh, Hendrik 4:24
Van Der Burghens, P. W. 12:26
Van Houten, Margaret 2:28
Vanier, Cyrus 3:7; 6:5-7; 7:9; 8:4-5; 9:11; 11:9; 12:38
Vandraeven, Jan 10:40,44
Vang Piao 5:8; 9:24; 12:12
Vanguard 10:58
Varona, Tony 11:5
Veciana, Antonio 12:37-38
Vela satelite 9:36
Velos, Pire 11:19
CIA assessment 1:17

Venezuelan exiles 11:5-7
Venice (Italy) 11:13
Vesco, Robert 10:41; 12:29
Vessey, General 11:10
Viera, Rodolfo 12:8,12,14
Viet Nam Trial Support Committee 7:34
"China Aiding IndoChinese Rightists" 11:29;
"Profile of U.S. Intelligence in Southeast Asia" (Kilpatrick) 5:4-9; "Vietnam War on Danish Soil" 5:10-14
Vietnam 69 (Denmark) 5:10
Vietnam syndrome 11:44
Vietnam War, see IndoChina War
Vietnamese Refugees 5:4-5; 7:3
Vietnamese voter registration 10:19
Villa, Pancho 11:9
Villacorta, Jorge Alberto 12:8
Village Voice 1:5
Villagran Kramer, Francisco 12:16
Vine, George 10:41
Virgin Islands 10:34
Virgin Islands Electric Power Company 6:27
Virginian Pilot and Ledger Star 1:22
Vision 7:16; 10:37
vision research 9:27
Voice of America
"Strange Activities on Antigua" 10:32-33
Volkmann, Ernest 1:10
Vorster, B.J. 4:26
Vosper Thornycroft (company) 11:22
Washington, "Rabbi" Emmanuel see Hill, David
Washington Review of Strategic and International Studies 10:43
Washington Star 3:6; 8:4, 10:3,30; 12:39
Washingtonian 8:12; 11:27; 12:37
Watergate scandal 6:8-9; 7:2; 10:43; 11:28,35; 12:36,38
Watson, Carlos 6:28
Webb, Andy 9:22
Webbman, A.J. 9:22
"Mind Control: The Story of Mankind's Greatesthoax" 4:15-21
Weberman, S. N. 9:22
Webster, William H. 11:4
Weinstein, Allen 10:44
Weiz, Andy
"Robert Moss" 7:13-15
Weissman, Stephen 12:46
Weissman, Steve 12:46
Welch, Richard 1:6; 2:3; 6:2; 8:4,11,15; 10:3
"Richard Welch and the Ayatollah Khomeini" (edit.) 7:2-3; Turner admits naming of Welch has nothing to do with Welch's death 5:2
Welch, Des 7:17
Werbell, Mitchell 3:12,19
Werewolf plot (Jamaica) 10:10,13
West German Intelligence 11:15
Western Europe
CIA assessment, target 6:16,19,21
Western Gear 9:11
Western Sahara 8:22
Western Massachusetts Association of Concerned African Scholars 4:36; 8:27
Westmoreland, William C.
Supplement B 3:11-19
Westinghouse, Frederick 12:25
What Everybody Should Know about State Repression (Serje) 12:43
Wheelan, Philip 12:43
Where Were You, Brother? An Account of Trade Union Imperialism (Thomson-Larson) 2:22 (review); 1:2
whistle blowing
impact of proposed law 1:16; "Whistleblowers' Conference" 1:22
White House 7:22; 10:17,21; 12:30
White, Robert 12:5,14
White Russian emigres 9:17
White Sands (U.S.S.R.) 9:7
White Water Pression (El Salvador) 12:9,14
Whitney, John Hay 7:14
Whittingham, Peter 10:13
Who's Who in Systems Consulting 9:16
Who's Who in CIA (Mader) 8:11,16; 10:21; 11:25
Whyle, Mason 10:9
Wick, Tom 9:3,14
Wickham, John 1:11,10
Wickham, Kenneth G. 3:18
Wiesbaden (Germany) 5:15
Wilber, Donald N. 7:29
Willett, Erastus 7:23
Tokyo Station, at 2:4,6-7
Willett, Ian 10:31
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W
WHUR 4:14-15
W.W. Norton & Company 12:43
Wachtel, Howard M. 1:24
Waldorf (Md.) 11:41
Waller, Admiral 10:41
Waller, Oswald 10:23
Wallace, Chris 6:2
Waller, John 7:30
Walters, Vernon 10:39,41; 11:24-25; 12:37
Walvis Bay (Namibia) 4:25; 10:16
War Animals, The (Labor) 6:3; 7:9
war games 11:44
War Powers Act 12:13
Ward, George 7:15
Warner, John S. 11:25
Washington, D.C. 9:15,17; 10:20,39,43
Washington Heights (Tokyo)
CIA station 2:4-10
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YU111MO (St. Vincent) 10:40
Yale University 9:17
Yamamoto, Admiral 10:40
Yarrakia region (Guinea) 9:24; 10:24
Yatton, Gus 12:20
Yearwood, Gordon 10:23
Yemen 8:29
Yugoslavia 9:5
You can Raise Decent Children (Schwartz) 9:19
Young Americans for Freedom 12:16
Young, Andrew 4:17
Young Republicans’ National Federation 12:16
Younger, Tony 12:46

Names

Adkins, James Lee
Chile 9:32
Dominican Republic 9:32
Guyana 9:32; 10:55

Albright, Pauline
Spain 4:12

Almy, Dean L., Jr.
Indonesia 1:23
Jamaica 1:23; 4:11; 6:25; 9:29
Malaysia 1:23
Philippines 1:23
Spain 1:23; 4:10-11; 10:57

Amerman, S. Phillips I
Turkey 8:34

Anders, James D.
Indonesia 8:32
Laos 8:32

Anderson, Frank R.
Lebanon 5:25
Libya 5:25
Yemen Arab Republic 5:25

Arcas, John J., Jr.
Austria 8:31
Denmark 8:31
Switzerland 8:31

Atkins, Edwin Franklin
France 1:22; 9:31
Italy 3:22

Atwater, James L.
Chad 4:30; 8:30
Dahomey (now Benin) 4:30
Senegal 4:30

Barrett, Leonard K
Guyana 10:55
Venezuela 10:55

Basch, Edward J., Jr.
Portugal 8:33

Behrens, John F.
India 4:33
Nigeria 4:33

Z

Z (film) 12:5
ZANU (Zimbabwe) 4:18; 20-22; 8:26; 9:25; 12:24
ZANU Support Committee 8:27
ZAPU (Zimbabwe) 4:18, 22
Zahedi, Fazlollah 7:29, 31
Zaire 7:26-27; 10:34; 12:46
CIA assessment 6:17
Zambia 4:22-23; 7:27, 36; 8:26; 12:24-26
Zambian Confederation of Trade Unions 4:19
Zandi, Siamak 10:37
Zambrus 11:19
Zappata, Emilian 11:9
Zed Ost Asia 9:24
Zellmer, Ernest J. 9:10
Zenith Technical Enterprises 7:24
Zimbabwe 1:6; 4:18, 20-21, 25-26; 8:22; 12:24-26
“CIA in Zimbabwe” (Ferreira Bloch) 8:26-27
Zimbabwe Patriotic Front 4:25; 8:26; 9:25
Zinoviev 12:43
Zionist Coptic Church 10:13
Zurich (Switzerland) 10:58

Xerox Corp. 9:9
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Lebanon 6:26
Yemen Arab Republic 6:26
Brunton, Thomas A.
Chile 5:24
Colombia 5:24
El Salvador 5:24
Peru 5:24
Burgess, Dwight Spaulding
Zaire 9:34
Burgstaller, Eugen
France 9:31
Burkart, James E.
Nepal 11:33
Turkey 11:33
Burns, Clarence M.
Spain 4:13
Burns, Michael Allan
Japan 7:33
Singapore 7:33
Taiwan 7:33
Thailand 7:33
Burton, Stewart D.
Argentina 12:42
Brazil 12:42
British Guiana (now Guyana) 12:42
Chile 12:42
Mexico 12:42
Peru 12:42
Buss, David M.
Haiti 9:32
Calder, Richard D.
Lebanon 5:26
Saudi Arabia 5:26
Syria 5:26
Camp, William E. III
Norway 6:26; 9:33
Canale, George H.
Spain 4:13
Canistro, Vincent M.
Italy 12:42
Saudi Arabia 12:42
Somalia 12:42
Carleton, William Baker
Iran 9:34
Morocco 9:34
Tunisia 9:34
Carroll, Edward J. III
Liberia 4:33; 6:26
Senegal 4:33; 6:26
Zaire 6:26
Carroll, Thomas Edward
Brazil 9:34
Chile 9:34
United Kingdom 9:34
Charlette, Wilfred J. A.
Ethiopia 9:34
Ghana 9:34
Swaziland 9:34
Chingren, Marvin H.
Japan 4:33
Laos 4:33
Liberia 4:33; 8:33
Cizre, Adrian Bernard
Afghanistan 8:32
Belgium 8:32
Guinea 8:32
Iran 8:32
Sri Lanka 8:32
Cimaf, Ronald M.
Indonesia 8:32
Kenya 8:32
Clair, William J.
Ethiopia 4:31
Kenya 4:31
Mauritius 4:31
Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) 4:31
Claridge, Duane R.
India 12:41
Italy 12:41
Nepal 12:41
Turkey 12:41
Close, Raymond H.
Saudi Arabia 7:33
Connelly, Claude Patrick
Algeria 9:29
India 9:29
Sri Lanka 9:29
Cornish, Richard Joseph
Burma 8:30
Cameroon 8:30
Togo 8:30
Corrigan, James Lawrence
Belgium 8:30
Cameroon 4:30; 8:30
France 4:30; 8:30
Corydon, Jeff III
Cameroon 4:31
Djibouti 4:31
Morocco 4:31
Tunisia 4:31
Vietnam 4:31
D'Andrade, Walter C.
Bolivia 9:30
Brazil 9:30
Descoteaux, Norman M.
Algeria 9:29
Argentina 9:29
Ecuador 9:29
Jamaica 1:23; 9:29
DiStefano, Joseph A.
Argentina 2:27; 9:29
Dominican Republic 2:27
Italy 2:27
Venezuela 2:27
Dooling, Robert A.
Norway 9:33
Dorland, Juliet
Spain 4:12
Douglas, William Wood
India 9:32
Lebanon 9:32
Saudi Arabia 9:32
Syria 9:32
Dubbs, Michael J.
Brazil 9:32
Guatemala 9:32
Dumaine, Robert T.
Austria 6:25
Finland 6:25; 9:31
USSR 6:25
Philippines 4:33
United Arab Republic (Syria) 4:33
Zambia 4:33
Benedict I, Robert A.
Botswana 4:30
Zaire 3:30
Berner, Norman A.
Chile 2:22
Greece 3:22
United Kingdom 3:22
Berwick Walter M.
Colombia 10:57-58
Dominican Republic 10:57-58
Japan 10:57-58
Venezuela 10:57-58
Beycr, Joel H.
Bolivia 9:32
Dominican Republic 9:32
Guatemala 9:32
Jamaica 9:32
Bissell, Anthony
Spain 4:13
Blocker, V. Harwood III
Brazil 9:31-32
Dominican Republic 9:31-32
Guatemala 9:31-32
Peru 9:31-32
Booth, David
Spain 4:13
Bradley, Paul Fisher
Bolivia 9:33
Nigeria 9:33
Bramson, Brian H.
Brazil 11:33-34
France 11:33
Haiti 11:33
Panama 11:33
Brant, Ernest B.
Kenya 4:33
Nigeria 4:33
South Africa 4:33
Brew, Royce L.
Greece 3:22
Philippines 3:22
Brewster, Robert George
Indonesia 10:56
Korea (Republic) 10:56; 11:33
Malaysia 10:56
Thailand 10:56
Brotheron, Janice
United States, CIA Headquarters, Caribbean Task Force 6:26
Brown, Robert Clayton
Argentina 9:31
Colombia 9:31
Costa Rica 9:31
Ecuador 9:31
Germany (Federal Republic) 9:31
Brown, Robert E.
Indonesia 10:56
Japan 10:56
Malaysia 10:56
Singapore 10:56
Bruner, Whitley
Egypt 6:26
Iraq 6:26
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>10.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lraq</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>10.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen Arab Republic</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Republic</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
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<td>10.57</td>
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<td>10.57</td>
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<td>10.57</td>
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<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
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</tr>
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<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
</tr>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
</tr>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
</tr>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>10.57</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
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<td>Lebanon</td>
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</table>
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Hornich, Lucius H.
Japan 8:33
Philippines 8:33

Hughes, Ralph C.
Jordan 2:27, 11:33
Lebanon 2:27

Hule, Stacy B., Jr.
Canada 9:33
Greece 9:33

Hurley, Kenneth L.
Georgia 8:33
Malawi 4:33, 6:26, 8:33
Zambia 4:33, 6:26, 8:33

Ivanchukov, Nuran Samsa
Burma 12:41-42
Italy 12:41
Taiwan 12:41
Vietnam 12:41

Jarrett, Larry G.
Chad 8:33
Nigeria 8:33
Swaziland 8:33
Zambia 8:33

Jetton, Francis John
France 9:33

Johnson, Martin L.
Spain 4:13

Johnson, Aaron William
Cyprus 2:26
India 2:26
Liberia 2:26

Johnson, Joseph Richard
British Guiana (now Guyana) 10:55
Ethiopia 10:55
Hong Kong 10:55

Juchtmier, Edward S.
Japan 5:26
Poland 5:26
Switzerland 5:26
Singapore 5:26

Kane, Donald K.
Brazil 5:26
Colombia 5:26
Venezuela 5:26

Keenan, Thomas J.
Chile 8:33
Colombia 8:33
Jamaica 8:33
Peru 8:33

Kennedy, Arthur
Spain 4:13

Kenney, John H.
France 10:55
Indonesia 10:55
Kenya 10:55
Singapore 10:55
Tanzania 10:55
Turkey 10:55
Vietnam 10:55

Keough, Thomas P., Jr.
Spain 4:13
Uruguay 4:13

Kinsman, N. Richard
Colombia 6:25
Jamaica 6:25
Peru 6:25
Venezuela 6:25

Klein, Theodore
Germany (Federal Republic) 2:27
Switzerland 2:27

Knapp, John Kenneth
Canada 9:33
Japan 9:33

Korn, Thomas A.
Guinea 10:55
India 10:55
Lebanon 10:55
Netherlands 10:55
Switzerland 10:55

Kressler, Bruce Edward
Malaysia 7:24
Taiwan 7:24
USSR 7:24
United Nations, New York 7:24

Kulp, Harold
Spain 4:13

Lafram, Frederick Waldo
Bolivia 7:24
Brazil 7:24
Chile 7:24
Ghana 7:24
Jordan 7:24
India 7:33
Panama 7:33
United Arab Republic (Egypt) 7:33
Uruguay 7:33
Venezuela 7:33

LeClair, John J.
Indonesia 11:33
Laos 11:33

Lee, James
Spain 4:13

Leddington, William R.
Spain 4:13

Lennon, Danny M.
Malaysia 9:33
Switzerland 9:33
USSR 9:33
United Nations, New York 9:33

Leouchau, Matt
Egypt 10:55
Kuwait 10:55
Lebanon 10:55

Long, Arnold C.
Afghanistan 10:33
India 7:33
Saudi Arabia 7:33

Loveridge, Roger L.
Spain 4:12

Lundahl, Frederick B.
Zambia 4:13

Lupson, Robert H.
Ethiopia 4:32
Sierra Leone 4:32
Singapore 4:32
Tanzania 4:32
Venezuela 4:32

Maggard, Peggy M.
Guatemala 9:32
Mexico 9:32
Venezuela 9:32

Malpel, Joseph A.
India 10:57
Pakistan 10:57
Saudi Arabia 10:57

Martin, Samuel L.
Libya 5:25
United States, CIA Headquarters, Ethiopia Working Group 5:25
Zaire 5:25

Matsui, Victor Masao
Cambodia (now Kampuchea) 5:26
Egypt 5:26
Ivory Coast 5:26
Madagascar 5:26
Pakistan 5:26
Zaire 5:26

McCullough, Robert F., III
Ethiopia 4:32
Sudan 9:34

McGrath, John F., III
Cambodia (now Kampuchea) 4:32
Japan 4:32
Nigeria 4:32
Vietnam 4:32

McGuirt, John P.
Ethiopia 6:26
Libya 10:55
Morocco 6:26
Saudi Arabia 6:26
Tanzania 6:26

McClung, Donald Charles
Greece 8:33
Jordan 8:33
Uruguay 8:33

McGhee, William Morrow
United Kingdom 11:34

McGinnis, Michael
Argentina 2:26
Dominican Republic 2:26
Italy 2:26

McGovern, Edward Robert
Burma 9:33
Singapore 9:34
Taiwan 9:34
Vietnam 9:34

McLean, Gail D.
Spain 4:12

Methven, Stuart E.
Germany (Federal Republic) 5:26
Indonesia 5:26
USSR 5:26

Morton, Jr.
United Kingdom 8:34

Mouzon, Donald L.

Mushter, Louis L.
Haiti 12:41
Honduras 2:27

Moffett, William Adger III
Bolivia 12:41
Haiti 12:41
Jamaica 12:41

Moneczewski, Matthew F.
Central African Republic 2:26
Ethiopia 2:26
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stimson, Arthur H.</td>
<td>Austria 9:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany (Federal Republic) 9:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stinus, Peter</td>
<td>Spain 4:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siole, Richard F., Jr.</td>
<td>Bulgaria 8:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany (Federal Republic) 8:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Italy 8:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USSR 8:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United Kingdom 8:34; 11:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yugoslavia 8:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stranford, John David</td>
<td>Brazil 9:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finland 9:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taube, Serge</td>
<td>Burma 9:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France 9:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indonesia 9:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laos 9:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USSR 9:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threrry, Leonard D.</td>
<td>Ecuador 10:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honduras 10:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uruguay 10:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thibault, Paul L.</td>
<td>India 11:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pakistan 11:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurman, David Edward</td>
<td>Pakistan 9:33-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sri Lanka 9:33-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticknor, Joel D.</td>
<td>Burundi 6:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congo (now Zaïre) 6:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ghana 6:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United States, National War College 6:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner, Hugh J. III</td>
<td>Lebanon 3:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweiten, Thomas Alan</td>
<td>Ghana 5:25; 10:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>India 5:25; 10:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan 10:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Libya 5:25; 10:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria 5:25; 10:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venute, Donald J.</td>
<td>Paraguay 8:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peru 8:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somalia 8:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent, Eugene G.</td>
<td>Ethiopia 12:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Italy 12:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sudan 12:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vereland, Frederick Dalziel</td>
<td>France 3:22; 12:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany (Federal Republic) 12:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Italy 3:22; 12:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morocco 12:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switzerland 12:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tanganyika (now Tanzania) 12:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United Nations, New York 12:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner, William C., Jr.</td>
<td>Chile 9:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haiti 9:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uruguay 9:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrick, James M.</td>
<td>Kenya 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malawi 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal 10:57</td>
<td>Turkey 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterman, Charles E.</td>
<td>Jordan 10:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuwait 10:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lebanon 10:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saudi Arabia 10:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waters, Hugh Richard</td>
<td>Indonesia 8:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Korea (Republic) 8:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand 8:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pakistan 8:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver, Don A.</td>
<td>Kenya 4:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tanzania 4:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, John Frederick</td>
<td>Argentina 4:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Costa Rica 4:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honduras 4:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spain 4:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch, Richard</td>
<td>Greece 9:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wettering, Frederick L.</td>
<td>Kenya 5:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) 5:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tanzania 5:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United States, CIA Headquarters, Ethiopia Working Group 5:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichterman, Alvin R.</td>
<td>Greece 4:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liberia 4:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Eusner Andrews</td>
<td>Singapore 5:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, James Arthur</td>
<td>Kenya 4:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Africa 4:31; 5:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zambia 4:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, David R.</td>
<td>Jordan 7:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lebanon 7:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Libya 7:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morocco 7:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pakistan 7:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vietnam 7:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Dorwin M.</td>
<td>Kenya 4:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Africa 4:31; 5:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zambia 4:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winters, Donald H.</td>
<td>Chile 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecuador 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guatemala 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panama 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venezuela 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witecki, Thomas A.</td>
<td>Austria 7:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romania 7:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wojcechowski, Gene W.</td>
<td>Laos 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sri Lanka 10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Carl F.</td>
<td>Spain 4:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, William H.</td>
<td>Burma 8:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indonesia 8:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Philippines 8:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziemer, Suzanne</td>
<td>Hungary 5:26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Locations

Afghanistan
Claizza, Adrian Bernard 8:32
Fuller, Graham Edmund 7:32
Long, Arnold C. 7:33
Sennar, James M. 9:33

Algeria
Connely, Claude Patrick 9:29
Descotteaux, Norman M. 9:29
Hemming, Allan Bruce 5:24; 8:32

Argentina
Brown, Robert Clayton 9:31
Burton, Stewart D. 12:42
Descotteaux, Norman M. 9:29
DiStefano, Joseph A. 2:27; 9:29
Edgette, Judith Ann 7:32
McGinnis, Michael 2:26
Schafer, Clifton J. 8:31
Schubert, Conrad C. 9:29
Webb, John Frederick 4:12

Australia
Scednaou, Michael C. 12:41

Austria
Arends, John J., Jr. 8:31
Dumaine, Robert T. 6:25
Forden, David Warner 9:29-30
O’Donnell, John J. 5:24
Stimson, Arthur H. 9:30
Witecki, Thomas A. 7:33

Bahrain
Purinton, John F. 8:30
Rauch, Richard W. 6:26

Belgium
Clazza, Adrian Bernard 8:32
Corrigan, James Lawrence 8:30
Roberts, Rowland E., Jr. 8:33

Benin
Atwater, James L. 4:30
Parkill, Stanley F. 4:30

Bolivia
Beyer, Joel H. 9:32
Bradley, Paul Fisher 9:33
D’Andrade, Walter C. 9:30
Hanson, Dean P. 4:11
Latrash, Frederick Waldco 7:32
Moffett, William Adger III 12:41
Sternfeld, Lawrence Melvin 3:22

Botswana
Benedetti, Robert A. 4:30

Brazil
Blocker, V. Harwood 9:31-32
Bramson, Brian H. 11:33-34
Burton, Stewart D. 12:42
Carroll, Thomas Edward 9:34
D’Andrade, Walter C. 9:30
Dubbs, Michael J. 9:32
Edgette, Judith Ann 7:32
Fambrini, Robert L. 6:25-26; 12:42
Gibson, Barry R. 2:26
Graves, R. Martin 3:21
Kanes, Donald K. 5:24
Latrash, Frederick Waldco 7:32
Neves, Antonio L. 3:21
O’Neill, Sheila K. 5:24
Rohlfing, Andrew Donald 2:26
Sternfeld, Lawrence Melvin 3:22
Stranford, John David 9:31

Bulgaria
Engle, Gerald Lloyd 5:26
Gerber, Burton Lee 8:34
Stolz, Richard F., Jr. 8:34

Burma
Cormick, Richard Joseph 8:30
Emmings, Charles Ronald 7:32; 12:42
Ivanovskii, Nanan Sanshee 12:41-42
McGinnis, Edward Robert 9:34
Sloane, Gerald Thompson 6:26
Taube, Serge 9:31
Wright, William H. 8:32

Burundi
Harper, David A. 8:31-32
Hazenburg, George H. 6:25; 9:30
Ransom, David M. 9:30
Terkorn, Joel D. 6:26

Cambodia
see Kampuchea

Cameroon
Corrigan, James L. 4:30; 8:30
Corydon, Jeff III 3:41

Canada
Hulse, Stacy B., Jr. 9:30
Knaus, John Kenneth 9:30

Central African Empire


Central African Republic
Monczewski, Matthew E. 2:26
Moseby, William L., Jr. 4:32
Randall, Jonathan F. 4:30
Rapp, David Shockey 4:32

 Chad
Atwater, James L. 4:30; 8:30
Jarrett, Larry G. 8:30

Chile
Adkins, James Lee 9:32
Bernier, Norman A. 3:22
Brunton, Thomas A. 5:24
Burton, Stewart D. 12:42
Carroll, Thomas Edward 9:34
Hagenah, Todd D. 8:31
Keen, Thomas J. 8:31
Latrash, Frederick Waldco 7:32
Schafer, Clifton J. 8:31
Schubert, Conrad C. 9:29
Silva, Frederick W. 8:31
Sternfeld, Lawrence Melvin 3:33
Wagner, William C., Jr. 9:32
Winters, Donald H. 10:57

China
Gries, David D. 8:31

Colombia
Berwick, Walter M. 10:37-38
Brown, Robert Clayton 9:31
Brunton, Thomas A. 5:24
Hawkins, Martin C. 5:26
Kanes, Donald K. 5:24
Keen, Thomas J. 8:31
Kinsman, N. Richard 6:25
O’Neill, Sheila K. 5:24
Sánchez, Norman D. 4:11
Silva, Frederick W. 8:31
Smith, Charles Stephen 9:30-31

Congo
Rupp, David Shockey 4:32

Costa Rica
Brown, Robert Clayton 9:31
Hartmann, Joseph W. 6:26
Webb, John Frederick 4:12

Croatia
Estes, Ronald Edward 10:57
Johnson, Aaron William 2:26

Czechoslovakia
Estes, Ronald Edward 10:57

Denmark
Arends, John J., Jr. 8:31
Harper, David A. 8:31-32
Myers, Clark Gilbert 8:31
Roberts, Rowland E., Jr. 8:33

Djibouti
Corydon, Jeff III 3:41

Dominican Republic
Adkins, James Lee 9:32
Descotteaux, Norman M. 9:29
Fambrini, Robert L. 6:25-26; 12:42
McGinnis, Michael 2:26
Plumb, C. Paul, Jr. 10:57-58
Ryan, Donald G. 10:57-58

Ecuador
Brown, Robert Clayton 9:31
Descotteaux, Norman M. 9:29
Fambrini, Robert L. 6:25-26; 12:42
Gibson, Barry R. 2:26
Hagenah, Todd D. 8:31
Hanson, Dean P. 4:11
Hawkinis, Martin C. 5:26
Silva, Frederick W. 8:31
Therry, Leonard D. 10:55
Winters, Donald H. 10:57

Egypt
Brunner, Whitley 6:26
Englehart, Charles 10:55
Fees, James Richard 5:26
Hawbaker, Thomas D. 6:34
Latrash, Frederick Waldco 7:32
Lohuarta, Mario 10:55
Matsui, Victor Masao 5:26
Nabrotov, Murat 8:31; 10:55
O’Connell, John F. 8:21
O’Donnell, John J. 5:24
Ogino, Jack S. 8:33

El Salvador
Brunton, Thomas A. 5:24
Mishner, Clevis L. 2:27

Ethiopia
Charlette, Wilfred J.A. 9:34
Clair, William J. 4:31
Harper, David A. 8:31-32
Hoerner, Jane Bryan 8:32
Johnson, Joseph Richard 10:55
Lupton, Robert H. 2:29
McCull, Robert Ervin III 4:32; 9:34
McCavitt, John J. 6:26
Monczewski, Matthew E. 2:26
Mosesby, William L., Jr. 4:32
Vincent, Eugene G. 12:42

Finland
Dumaine, Robert T. 6:25; 9:31
Simonen, William C. 6:25
Simpson, Robert K. 4:12; 9:34

France
Atkins, Edwin Franklin 3:22; 9:31
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Fernald, James M. 10:56
Flaherty, James Michael 6:26
Hughes, Ralph C. 2:27
Korn, Thomas A. 10:57
Lhiaiuet, Mali 10:55
Natsios, James A. 4:32
O'Donnell, John J. 5:24
Ogino, Jack S. 8:33; 9:34
Rauh, Richard W. 6:26
Sell, Robert J. 3:22
Turner, Hugh J. 3:21
Waterman, Charles E. 10:56
Wilson, David R. 7:33
Liberia
Carroll, Edward J. III 4:33; 6:26
Chindgren, Marvin H. 4:33; 8:33
George, Richard B. 4:33; 8:33
Hayes, Otis L. 6:26
Johnson, Aaron William 2:26
Miller, Donald L. 8:33
Stephenson, Dan N. 8:33
Wichertman, Alvin R. 4:33
Libya
Anderson, Frank R. 5:25
Flahty, James Michael 6:26
McCavitt, John J. 6:26
Martin, Samuel L. 5:25
Murphy, Charles M. 4:12
Niner, Arthur M., Jr. 6:26
Sapp, Kenneth Mitchell 9:33
Smoot, Mary Cynthia 5:25
Twenet, Thomas Alan 5:25; 10:56
Wilson, David A. 7:33
Madagascar
Matsui, Victor Masao 5:26
Stevenson, Rufus 6:26
Malawi
Hayes, Otis L. 6:26
Hofley, Kenneth LeRoy 4:32; 6:26; 8:32
Warren, James M. 10:57
Malaysia
Almy, Dean J., Jr. 1:23
Brewster, Robert George 10:56
Brown, Robert E. 10:56
Emmert, Charles Ronald 7:32; 12:42
Kresser, Bruce Edward 7:24
Nicol, Donald J. 10:56
Reagan, John Joseph 3:21
Skidmore, Robert L. 10:56
Mali
Gamble, James W. 4:31
Harengi, George H. 6:25
Loflin, Danny M. 9:23
Stevenson, Rufus 6:26
Mauritania
Ransom, David M. 9:30
Mauritius
Clair, William J. 4:31
Mexico
Burton, Stewart D. 12:42
Forde, David Warner 9:29-30
Maggard, Peggy M. 9:32
Noreiga, Juan F. 9:33
Polgar, Thomas 3:22; 12:42
Schaefer, Clifton J. 8:31
Sternfield, Lawrence Melvin 3:22; 12:42
Morocco
Carleton, William Baker 9:34
Corbydon, Jeff III 4:31
Flaherty, James Michael 6:26
Habib, John S. 6:25
Hart, John Limond 11:34
Hemings, Allan Bruce 5:24; 8:32
McCavitt, John J. 6:26
Niner, Arthur M., Jr. 6:26
Pierre, Roger Laurent 12:41
Sanchez, Nestor D. 4:11
Sednaoui, Michael C. 12:41
Vreeland, Frederick Daliel 12:41
Wilson, David R. 7:33
Moroccantique
Smith, James D., Jr. 5:25
Nepal
Burkart, James E. 11:33
Carridge, Duane R. 12:41
Holloway, Henry D. 4:33
Ogino, Jack S. 8:33
Senner, James M. 9:33
Skodzko, Waldimir 9:32-33
Netherlands
Korn, Thomas A. 10:57
New Zealand
Waters, Hugh Richard 8:33
Nicaragua
Fambrini, Robert L. 6:25-26; 12:42
Murphy, Charles M. 4:12
Noreiga, Juan F. 9:33
Nigeria
Behrens, John F. 4:33
Bradley, Paul Fuller 9:33
Brant, Ernest B. 4:33
Hayes, Otis L. 6:26
Harengi, George H. 6:25
Jarrett, Larry G. 8:30
McCarthy, John F. III 4:32
Twenet, Thomas Alan 5:25; 10:56
Norway
Camp, William E. III 6:26; 9:33
Dooling, Robert A. 9:33
Pakistan
Engelhart, Charles T. 10:55
Gamble, James W. 4:31
Majlpa, Joseph A. 10:57
Matsui, Victor Masao 5:26
Purinton, John F. 8:30
Reagan, John Joseph 3:21
Richter, Stephen W. 11:33
Schoene, Gary C. 10:56
Thibault, Paul L. 11:33
Thurman, David Edward 9:33-34
Waters, Hugh Richard 8:33
Wilson, David R. 7:33
Panama
Brannon, Brian H. 11:33
Latsch, Frederick Waldo 7:32
Winters, Donald H. 10:57
Paraguay
Venute, Donald J. 8:33
Peru
Blocker, V. Harwood III 9:31-32
Branton, Thomas A. 5:24
Burton, Stewart D. 12:42
Edgette, Judith Ann 7:32
Gruener, Kay K. 4:12
Hagenah, Todd D. 8:31
Holloway, Henry D. 4:33
Keenan, Thomas J. 8:33
Kinsman, N. Richard 6:25
Venute, Donald J. 8:33
Philippines
Almy, Dean J., Jr. 1:23
Behrens, John F. 4:33
Brew, Royce L. 3:22
George, Richard B. 4:33
Graham, Thomas Bell 10:57
Hoepfl, Robert F. 2:27
Horiiuchi, Lucius H. 8:32
Schwartzbard, Richard 3:21
Stephenson, Dan N. 8:33
Wright, William H. 8:32
Poland
Ford, David Warner 9:29-30
Gebhardt, Carl Edward 8:32
Juchnowicz, Edward S. 5:25
Portugal
Bash, Edward J., Jr. 8:33
Qatar
Habib, John S. 6:25
Romania
Gruner, Jay K. 4:12
Witecki, Thomas A. 7:33
Saudi Arabia
Calder, Richard D. 5:26
Cannistraro, Vincent M. 12:42
Close, Raymond H. 7:33
Douglass, William Wood 9:32
Fernald, James M. 10:56
Fulmer, Graham Edmund 7:32
Long, Arnold C. 7:33
Malpi, Joseph A. 10:57
McCavitt, John J. 6:26
Murray, William Dennis 7:33
Rauh, Richard W. 6:26
Siegert, Jackson L. 10:56
Waterman, Charles E. 10:56
Senegal
Atwater, James L. 4:30
Carroll, Edward J. III 4:33; 6:26
Gamble, James W. 4:31
Hammond, Robert J., Jr. 8:33
Ransom, David M. 9:30
Warrick, James M. 10:57
Sierra Leone
Lupton, Robert H. 4:32
Singapore
Brown, Robert E. 10:56
Burns, Michael Allan 4:33
Gately, Robert Gene 7:33; 10:57
Graham, Thomas Bell 10:57
Gries, David D. 8:31
Juchnowicz, Edward S. 5:25
Kennedy, John H. 10:57
Lupton, Robert H. 4:32
McGivney, Edward Robert 9:34
Williams, Eleazer Andrews 5:25
Somalia
Cannistraro, Vincent M. 12:42
Venute, Donald J. 8:33
South Africa
Brant, Ernest B. 4:33
Gossens, Gerry Francis 5:25
Wilson, Dorwin M. 4:31; 5:25
Spain
Albright, Pauline 4:12
Almy, Dean J., Jr. 1:23; 4:10-11; 10:57
Bisell, Anthony 4:13
Booth, David 4:13
Burns, Clarence M. 4:13
Canale, George H. 4:13
Dardell, Juliet F. 4:12
Este, Ronald Edward 10:57
Gahagen, Robert D. 4:10; 10:57
Garcia, Jenaro 4:12
Griffin, Harvey 4:13
Gruener, Jay K. 4:12
Hanson, Dean F. 4:11
Harrington, Richard D. 4:12
Johnsen, Martin I. 4:12
Kennedy, Arthur 4:13
Keogh, Thomas P., Jr. 4:11
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Kulp, Harold 4:13
Levy, Jesus 4:13
Liddington, William R. 4:13
Lorincz, Roger J. 4:12
McLean, Gail D. 4:12
Moreno, Richard 4:12
Murphy, Charles M. 4:12
Pattee, Frank M. 4:13
Pilar, Geraldine M. 4:12
Rader, Ruth K. 4:12
Rahm, Richard G. 4:12
Reiter, Richard J. 4:13
Russ, James A. 4:13
Sanchett, Lester D. 4:10-11; 10:57
Sanders, Gerald W. 4:13
Sherry, Francis S. III 4:11
Shepherd, Victor Michael 3:33
Simpson, Robert K. 4:12; 9:34
Smallwood, Marshall C. 4:13
Smith, J. Perry 4:12
Smith, Charles Stephen 9:10-11
Sinus, Peter 4:13
Webb, John Frederick 4:12
Wood, Carl F. 4:13

Sri Lanka
Ciazza, Adrian Bernard 8:32
Connolly, Claude Patrick 9:29
Hawker, Thomas D. 8:34
Montgomery, Stephen E.roy 9:33
Ogino, Jack S. 8:33; 9:34
Rauh, Richard W. 6; 26; 9:34
Thurman, David Edward 9:33-34
Wojciechowska, Gene W. 10:57

Sudan
Fees, James Richard 5:26
Harell, George H. 6:25
Hollaway, Henry D. 4:33
McCal, Robert Ervin III 9:34
Moseby, William L., Jr. 4:32
Naterboll, Murat 8:31
St. Georges, Laurent Mauvert 4:31
Vincent, Eugene G. 12:42

Swaziland
Charlet, Wilfred A. 9:34

Swindon
Jarrett, Larry G. 8:30

Switzerland
Arends, John J., Jr. 8:31
Engie, Gerald Lloyd 5:26
Fees, James Richard 5:26
Juchnowicz, Edward S. 5:25
Klein, Theodore 2:27
Korn, Thomas A. 10:57
Lefin, Danny M. 9:33
Roberts, Rowland E., Jr. 8:33
Vreeland, Frederick Dalziel 12:41

Syria
Behrens, John F. 4:33
Calder, Richard D. 5:26
Douglas, William Wood 9:32
Rauh, Richard W. 6:26

Taiwan
Burns, Michael Allan 7:33
Gries, David D. 8:31
Ivaneczko, Naran Sanish 12:41
Kressler, Bruce Edward 7:24
McGee, Edward Robert 9:34

Tanzania
Hannam, John Charles 6:26
Kenney, John H. 10:57
Lupton, Robert H. 4:32
McCavitt, John J. 6:26
Moseby, William L., Jr. 4:32
Vreeland, Frederick Dalziel 12:41
Weaver, Donn A. 4:32
Wetterling, Frederick L. 5:25

Thailand
Brewer, Robert George 10:56
Burns, Michael Allan 7:33
Gaisely, Robert Gene 7:33
Gebhardt, Carl Edward 8:32
Grealy, Robert F. 10:55-56
Hart, John Limond 11:34
St. Georges, Laurent Mauvert 4:31-32
Sell, Robert J. 3:22

Togo
Cornish, Richard Joseph 8:30
Hazelrigg, George H. 6:25
Hopman, Gordon Joseph 8:33-34

Tunisia
Carleton, William Baker 9:34
Corby, Jeff III 4:31
Natsios, James A. 4:32

Turkey
Amerman, S. Phillips L. 8:34
Burkart, James E. 11:33
Clareidge, Duane R. 12:41
Kenney, John H. 10:57
Murphy, Patrick N. 8:34
Warrick, James M. 10:57

USSR
Dumaune, Robert F. 6:25
Engie, Gerald Lloyd 5:26
Gerro, Burton Lee 8:34
Hannan, John Charles 6:26
Kressler, Bruce Edward 7:24
Lofsin, Danny M. 9:33
Myers, Clark Gilbert 8:31
Stoltz, Richard F., Jr. 8:34
Taube, Serge 9:31

United Arab Emirates
Fernald, James M. 10:56
Hawker, Thomas D. 8:34

United Kingdom
Bernier, Norman A. 3:22
Carroll, Thomas Edward 9:34
Engle, Gerald Lloyd 5:26
Hannan, John Charles 6:26
Hart, Katharine C. 11:34
Hoegel, Robert F. 2:27
McGree, William Morrow 11:34
Meyer, Cord, Jr. 8:34
Proctor, Edward William 8:34
Shedd, Thomas C. 8:34
Smith, James 8:34
Stevenson, Rufus 6:26
Stoltz, Richard F., Jr. 8:34; 11:34

United Nations
New York
Kressler, Bruce Edward 7:24
Lofsin, Danny M. 9:33
Vreeland, Frederick Dalziel 12:41

United States
CIA Headquarters, Africa Division
Potis, James M. 9:31
Caribbean Task Force
Brotherton, Janice 6:26
Gannon, John 6:26
Ethiopia Working Group
Martin, Samuel L. 5:25
Wettington, Frederick L. 5:25
National Security Agency
Freeze, James Elias 7:24
National War College
Ticknor, Joel D. 6:26
The Pentagon
Williams, James Arthur 9:34

Upper Volta
Sloane, Gerald Thompson 6:26

Uruguay
Fambrini, Robert L. 12:42
Koegh, Thomas P., Jr. 4:11
Lattash, Frederick Webster 7:32
McClung, Donald Charles 8:33
Noriega, Juan F. 9:33
O'Neill, Sheila K. 5:24
Roodhough, Tom J. 7:33
Therry, Leonard D. 10:55
Wagner, William C., Jr. 9:32

Venezuela
Barrett, Leonard K. 10:55
Berwick, Walter M. 10:57-58
De Stefano, Joseph A. 2:27
Gruner, Jay K. 4:12
Kanes, Donald K. 5:24
Kinsman, N. Richard 6:25
Lattash, Frederick Webster 7:32
Maggard, Peggy M. 9:32
Plumly, C. Paul, Jr. 10:57-58
Rostel, Andrew B., Jr. 12:26
Ryan, Donald G. 10:57-58
Sanchez, Nestor D. 4:11
Winters, Donald H. 10:57

Vietnam
Corby, Jeff III 4:31
Hanson, Dean P. 4:11
Hawker, Thomas D. 8:34
Healey, Donald J. 12:41
Ivanov, Nikolai S. 12:41
Kenney, John H. 10:57
McCarthey, John F. 4:32
McGavrick, Edward Robert 9:34
Myers, Clark Gilbert 8:31
Pierce, Roger Lauret 12:41
Wilson, David R. 7:33

Yemen Arab Republic
Anderson, Frank R. 5:25
Brunei, Whitley 8:26
Fees, James Richard 5:26
Fernald, James M. 10:56
Fuller, Graham Edmund 7:32
O'Donnell, John J. 8:34
Rauh, Richard W. 6:26

Yemen (People's Democratic Republic)
Rauh, Richard W. 6:26

Yugoslavia
Gerro, Burton Lee 8:34
Raudenbush, Peter Vroom 8:34
Soktzo, Waldimir 9:32-33
Stoll, Richard F., Jr. 8:34

Zaire
Benedetti, Robert A. 4:30
Burgess, Dwight Spaulding 9:34
Carroll, Edward J. 11:62
Gamble, James W. 4:31
Gossens, Gerry Francis 5:25
Hopman, Gordon Joseph 8:33-34
Martin, Samuel L. 5:25
Matsui, Victor Masao 5:26
Methven, Stuart E. 5:26
Randall, Jonathan F. 4:30
Ticknor, Joel D. 6:26

Zambia
Behrens, John F. 4:33
Gardner, Norman H., Jr. 4:33
Hurley, Kenneth Lee 4:32; 6:26; 8:32
Jarrett, Larry G. 8:36
Lundahl, Frederick B. 4:33
Lupton, Robert H. 4:32
Simpson, Robert K. 9:34
Wilson, Dorwin M. 4:31

Zimbabwe
Clair, William J. 4:31
Wettington, Frederick L. 5:25
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“projects officer” with the Department of the Army from 1971 to 1972, when he assumed diplomatic cover, taking language training at the Foreign Service Institute, before his posting, in April 1973, to the Phnom Penh, Cambodia (now Kampuchea) Embassy. In 1975 he was transferred to Bangkok, Thailand, where he served for at least two years. We have found no State Department references to him subsequent thereto, but have learned that as of September 1981 he was serving at the Paris Embassy.

Greece

In CAIB Number 9, we noted the presence in Bogota, Colombia of senior case officer Charles Stephen Smith, whose biography appears in Dirty Work. Smith has served previously in Laos and in Spain. We have now learned that at least as of January 1981 Smith was serving at the Athens, Greece Embassy. Because of the upcoming elections, Greece is an even more critical U.S. intelligence post at this time.

Guinea

The new CIA Chief of Station in Conakry, Guinea is Victor P. Kohl, Jr., born December 21, 1935 in Delaware. Kohl, who received a law degree from the University of Pennsylvania in 1962, spent the next three years in private experience as an attorney, before commencing two years as a “legal assistant” with an unspecified government agency. In September 1967 he was posted to the Kinshasa, Congo (now Zaire) Embassy, as a political officer. He was in Kinshasa until at least the end of 1969, but there are no further State Department records regarding him that span the next decade which we have found. According to a journalist recently returned from Conakry, Kohl was there as of August 1981, where, we believe, he is Chief of Station.

Haiti

The new Chief of Station at the Port-au-Prince, Haiti Embassy is Robert A. DuCote, born October 23, 1928, in Massachusetts. DuCote is a Southeast Asia specialist with many years’ experience in unusual cover positions and apparently considerable involvement with military and paramilitary operations—which might explain his appearance at this time in Haiti. Not only are there internal troubles in Haiti and an extremely repressive state apparatus; Haiti is also the site of a new major U.S. military installation, being built as a base of operations against both Cuba and Nicaragua. The base, at Mole St. Nicolas on the northwest tip of Haiti, is only 50 miles from the easternmost point of Cuba. In addition, the Reagan Administration has in the past few months moved aggressively against both Haitian refugees already in the U.S. and those fleeing the Duvalier police state in boats sending U.S. Navy and Coast Guard vessels to intercept the Haitian “boat people” and turn them back. This gratuitous policing for the Haitian regime may be part of the unspoken price for permission to establish the new base.

DuCote’s government experience, according to the Biographic Register, is rather varied. He served briefly in 1950 as a clerk with the Displaced Persons Commission of the Department of State, and in 1951 attended the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University, receiving a B.F.S. degree. From 1951 to 1955 he was serving as a “traffic-transportation specialist” for the Department of the Navy, rather unusual training cover. In 1955 he was in Saigon as a “port supply officer” at the Embassy. Then, from 1957 to 1958 he was an “administrative officer” with the Department of the Army. In 1958 he was an “end-use officer” with the International Cooperation Administration—the predecessor of AID—in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Then, from 1961 to 1963 he was an “area analyst” with the Department of the Army. He abandoned these strange and obscure cover positions in 1963 when he was posted under normal diplomatic cover to the Tokyo, Japan Embassy, as Attaché and political officer. By 1966 he was back at Headquarters, and from 1973 to 1981 we have found no references to his whereabouts, suggesting the possibility of a period under deep cover. According to the May 1981 Brussels Diplomatic List, he was at that time serving as an Attaché there, apparently the CIA Deputy Chief of Station. However, from a Haitian journalist we have learned that at least as of October 1981 he was working in Port-au-Prince. This would suggest that DuCote had been in Brussels some time prior to his listing there this past May.

Hong Kong

The new Chief of Station in Hong Kong is John F. Gilhooley, 55, whose full biography appears in Dirty Work. Gilhooley has spent almost 30 years with the CIA, beginning under cover as a “foreign affairs officer” for the Department of the Army, from 1952-1956. He began State Department cover in 1956 with postings to Rangoon, Burma; Phnom Penh, Cambodia; New Delhi, India; and Hong Kong, where from 1966 to 1970 he was Deputy Chief of Station. In the 1970s he served in Bern, Switzerland, and Brussels, Belgium, where he was at least as of early 1976. The next reference to his whereabouts we have found is the April 1, 1981 Hong Kong Commissioners, Consular Officers and Trade Commissioners List, which shows him serving as Consul at the Hong Kong Consulate General. He has evidently replaced Robert F. Grealy as Chief of Station (see CAIB Number 10).

India

An Indian journalist has observed three known CIA officers now in India. The Chief of Station, observed in New Delhi as recently as August 1981, is Bertram F. Dunn, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2. As we noted in
CAIB Number 5, Thomas Alan Twetten had been serving as Chief of Station from August 1976 until at least late 1979. As it is extremely unlikely that Twetten spent five years in that position, and as our research has not uncovered a likely successor under diplomatic cover in the intervening period, it would appear that the person who succeeded Twetten, and has in turn been replaced by Dunn, was serving under deep cover. Although in the past it was considered unusual for the Chief of Station to be under deep cover, without the protections afforded by diplomatic status, current research indicates that the practice was not as rare as formerly believed and may be becoming somewhat more common.

Also spotted in New Delhi in August was Allen Bruce Hemmings, whose biography appears in *Dirty Work* 2. In *CAIB* Number 8 we noted that Hemmings, a case officer, was at the Calcutta Consulate General as of November 1979; our information indicates that he has not been transferred to the capital.

Finally, William Dennis Murray, a case officer located in Saudi Arabia in *CAIB* Number 7, was observed in February 1981 at the Calcutta Consulate General.

Indonesia

The March 1981 Jakarta Diplomatic and Consular List appears to contain the top CIA leadership for Indonesia. The Chief of Station, serving there since June 1980, as First Secretary, is Warren E. Frank, 50, whose biography appears in *Dirty Work*.

Frank's Deputy Chief of Station is Harrison McAlpine, Jr., born February 25, 1930 in Ohio. McAlpine's entry in the *Biographic Register* contains the tell-tale position of "research analyst" for the Department of the Army, from 1955 to 1964. He commenced diplomatic cover in 1964, posted to the Consulate General in Singapore as a political assistant. After a period back at Headquarters, 1968-71, he was sent to Vientiane, Laos as a "public administration advisor" for AID. He was there from August 1971 until at least November 1974, a period of intense CIA activity in Southeast Asia. The next entry found relating to his whereabouts is the above-mentioned Jakarta List, which indicates he was posted there in July 1979.

Another case officer in Jakarta is Robert H. Mills, whose biography appears in *Dirty Work*. Mills served from 1967 to 1972 under the infamous AID public safety program, and was previously in Indonesia, at the Surabaya Consulate, from 1972 to 1974. According to the Jakarta List he was posted there in August 1980, under cover as a First Secretary. This transfer apparently followed a year at CIA Headquarters, the only reference we have found subsequent to his appearance at the Kiev, U.S.S.R. Consulate as of December 1976.

Jerusalem

As noted in *CAIB* Number 9, Stephen Elroy Montgomery was Chief of Base in the sensitive Jerusalem post from October 1977 until at least February 1980. His replacement is Ralph J. Katrosh, born May 19, 1927 in Pennsylvania. Katrosh appears on the January 1981 Jerusalem Diplomatic List, evidently taking over for Montgomery sometime during the preceding eleven months.

Katrosh's biography of government service begins with the giveaway position of "analyst" for the Department of the Army from 1951 to 1957, indicating that he has been with the CIA for 30 years. In 1957 he moved to diplomatic cover, posted to the Singapore Consulate General. In 1959 and 1960 he was back at Headquarters, and in 1961, after some Burmese language training at the Foreign Service Institute in Washington, he was posted to Rangoon, Burma. In 1964 he returned again to Headquarters, until his transfer to the Manila, Philippines Embassy in 1966. In 1968 he moved to Saigon, Vietnam, and in 1969 back to Headquarters. In all of the abovementioned diplomatic posts he served as political officer. After late 1972 there are no State Department references to him which we have found. The next reference is his mention in the Jerusalem List, as Attache.

Kenya

Joel D. Ticknor, whose biography appears in *Dirty Work* 2 and *CAIB* Number 6, is now Chief of Station in Nairobi, Kenya. Ticknor, an Africa specialist, was last discovered under diplomatic cover at the Accra, Ghana Embassy, where he served from 1973-1975. As noted in *CAIB* Number 6, he was a "student" at the National War College in 1979. He is listed on the October 1980 Nairobi Diplomatic List as First Secretary (Political).

Also on the Nairobi Diplomatic List is Joseph A. Kiehl, ostensibly Third Secretary (Political). A journalist in Kenya has confirmed to *CAIB* that Kiehl is in fact a case officer working under Ticknor.

Republic of Korea

In *CAIB* Number 10 we reported that the CIA Chief of Station in the Republic of Korea since June 1978 was Robert George Brewster. According to the June 1981 Seoul Diplomatic List, Brewster has been replaced by Robert D. Kennedy, born November 9, 1929 in the Philippines. Kennedy has been with the CIA since 1956, when he spent two years in training under cover as an "administrative officer" with the Department of the Army. In 1958 he went to the Vientiane, Laos Embassy under cover as an assistant general services officer for AID. In 1960 he was transferred to Saigon, Vietnam, still with AID. He was there until June 1965, and we have uncovered no further references to him until the listing in the Seoul Diplomatic List, which gives his diplomatic cover position as Attache.

Kennedy's new Deputy Chief of Station, Donald J. Nicol, arrived in January 1981, replacing Bruce L. Ruben (see *CAIB* Number 11). Nicol, whose biography appears in *CAIB* Number 10, has been in the CIA since 1957, having served in Jakarta, Seoul, and Kuala Lumpur. From 1969 to the early 1970s he was apparently Deputy Chief of Station in Seoul, the position he has now resumed.
Kuwait

A case officer serving at the Kuwait Embassy is James Michael Flaherty, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2 and in CAIB Number 6. Flaherty, who has served in Beirut, Rabat, and Tripoli, was posted to Kuwait in April 1980, according to the January 1981 Kuwait Diplomatic and Consular List.

Lebanon

Charles P. McCoy, serving as Second Secretary in the Beirut, Lebanon Embassy since July 1980, according to the 1981 Beirut Diplomatic and Consular List, is, according to CAIB's sources, a CIA case officer. From 1974 to 1978 he served under cover as a political officer and economic-commercial officer at the Kathmandu, Nepal Embassy, the only previous State Department posting we have been able to locate.

Liberia

The CIA's central telecommunications relay base for all Africa is based in Monrovia, Liberia, a structure which has not changed since the violent coup in that country. In CAIB Number 4 we noted that the chief of this essential section was Marvin H. Chindgren, posted there in September 1978. CAIB has learned from sources in Monrovia that he has been replaced by Daniel H. Garber. Garber served as a telecommunications supervisor in Nicosia, Cyprus from 1965 to 1967, when he was transferred to the major installation in Athens, Greece. He served there as a telecommunications specialist, and then officer, until at least the end of 1969. We have been unable to ascertain his postings from that time till mid-1975, when he became telecommunications officer at the New Delhi, India Embassy, where he worked until at least 1977. The next information we have is the current report that he has been in Monrovia since at least April 1981, where, given his seniority, he must now be telecommunications chief.

His deputy, replacing Richard B. George (see CAIB Number 4), is Charles E. Myers. Myers served as a telecommunications officer in Athens from 1969 until at least 1971. We have found no State Department records indicating his whereabouts for the next decade, and, according to our sources, he was located at the Monrovia station in April 1981, at the same time as his chief.

A case officer observed at the same time stationed at the Monrovia Embassy is Jeffrey Panitt, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2. His precise cover position is not known, but he may be the CIA Deputy Chief of Station.

Maldives

In CAIB Number 6 and Number 9 we noted the Chief of Station at the Colombo, Sri Lanka Embassy, Richard W. Rauh; and in CAIB Number 10, we noted his deputy, Gene W. Wojciechowski. We have now learned, from the Male Diplomatic List of January 1980 that these two high

CIA officials are also accredited to Male, Republic of the Maldives, a chain of islands off the tip of the Indian subcontinent. With this accreditation it is clear that Rauh and Wojciechowski run the CIA station for the Maldives, evidently making frequent visits to that country from their base of operations in Colombo. The Maldives are strategically located in the Indian Ocean, north of the small British island of Diego Garcia, where the Pentagon, jointly with Britain, has constructed a large air base and other installations. The Maldives, Seychelles, and Mauritius, are Diego Garcia's nearest neighbors, each approximately 1000 miles away. With a progressive government in the Seychelles, and the well-publicized strong possibility of a progressive victory in the up-coming Mauritius elections, the operational importance of the Maldives to the CIA is obviously growing.

Morocco

A CIA case officer at the Rabat, Morocco Embassy is Joseph Pettinelli, born August 13, 1947 in New York. Pettinelli spent his CIA training from 1970 to 1973 under cover as an “area analyst” for an unspecified government agency, and assumed State Department cover in June 1973 when he was posted to Islamabad, Pakistan as a political officer. We have been unable to trace his whereabouts between 1976 and 1978, when he was back at Headquarters, but we have learned from an American journalist that he was working at the Rabat Embassy at least as of February 1981.

Nepal

CAIB has learned that Naran Sanka Ivanchukov, whose biography appears in CAIB Number 12, has been transferred from Rome and is now at the Kathmandu, Nepal Embassy. The Rome posting, in fact, appears to be an abberation, as Ivanchukov's other postings have all been in Asia: Taiwan, Vietnam, Burma, and now Nepal.

Netherlands

According to the 1981 Hague Diplomatic List, Richard M. Luther, a very senior CIA officer, has been at the Hague, Netherlands Embassy since July 1979. Luther, whose biography appears in Dirty Work, is undoubtedly the Chief of Station there. He has been with the CIA since 1952, and has served previously in Germany, Greece, Poland, and the United Kingdom.

Nigeria

The March 1981 Lagos Diplomatic and Consular List confirms the presence in Nigeria of three CIA officials. Most senior is Milton A. Bearden, First Secretary (Political) at the Lagos Embassy. Bearden, 41, served at the Bern, Switzerland Embassy as economic-commercial officer from 1971 through 1975, when he returned to
Headquarters. We have found no records relating to him from that time until the Lagos Diplomatic List.

From the same List we have learned that Michael V. Kostiw, a case officer whose posting to Lagos was noted in CAIB Number 13, is serving in the cover position of Second Secretary (Political). His biography appears in Dirty Work.

Richard E. Plues, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2, has returned to the Kaduna, Nigeria Consulate as Chief of Base, a position he held from 1975 to 1977, before returning to Headquarters.

Oman

A case officer serving at the Muscat, Oman Embassy under cover of Second Secretary and Vice-Consul is Kenneth E. Haas. Haas served in Dacca, Bangladesh from 1975 until at least 1978, and, according to the January 1980 Muscat Diplomatic and Consular List, was there at that time.

Also in Muscat is Mati Loharu, according to the same list. Loharu's biography appears in CAIB Number 10. He has worked previously in Beirut, Kuwait, and Cairo.

Pakistan

As of at least August 1981 Howard P. Hart, a senior case officer, has been located at the Islamabad, Pakistan Embassy. Hart, born October 16, 1940, spent 1966-1967 in CIA training as an "editorial assistant" for the Department of the Army, before moving to the State Department, in 1967, as a reports officer. In 1968 he was posted to the Calcutta, India Consulate General as a political officer, and in 1970 he moved to the Embassy in New Delhi as a political-economic officer and political assistant. In 1974 he was transferred to Manama, Bahrain until at least 1976. We have found no records covering the period from 1976 to 1978, when he was back at Headquarters. As noted above, in August of this year he was in Islamabad.

Paraguay

A very senior, and notorious, case officer, Joel H. Beyer, has been located at the Asuncion, Paraguay Embassy as of September 1981, where he may be Chief of Station, replacing Donald J. Venute (see CAIB Number 8), who has been there in that post since July 1978. Beyer, 47, whose biography appears in CAIB Number 9, has served in Bolivia, the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, and Uruguay. At the time Number 9 appeared (June 1980), we had assumed that Beyer was still in Guatemala, where he had been posted in mid-1977. It now appears, however, that as of early 1980 he had in fact transferred to Uruguay, from which posting he recently moved to Paraguay. Beyer was one of the CIA personnel exposed in Jamaica by Philip Agee in 1976. The notoriety of that expose evidently left him fit for service only in the most repressive regimes in Latin America, since from there he has spent his time only in Guatemala, Uruguay and Paraguay.

Peru

From a Latin American journalist CAIB has learned the identities of the Chief of Station and Deputy Chief of Station for the CIA at the Lima, Peru Embassy. The Chief is Morton Mowbray Palmer III, born November 3, 1935 in Connecticut. Palmer entered the CIA in 1962, training from 1962 to 1963 under cover of "analyst" with the Department of the Army. He began diplomatic cover in August 1963, posted to the Quito, Ecuador Embassy as Assistant Attaché and economic officer. In 1966 he returned to Headquarters, and in 1967 was assigned to Montevideo, Uruguay as a political officer. He was there until at least April 1970. The next records found indicating his whereabouts show a posting to Buenos Aires, Argentina as political officer in July 1974. After just six months, he was transferred to Brasilia, Brazil, still as a political officer. He remained in Brazil until 1978, though we have been unable to locate him for the 1978-1980 period. As of November 1980 he was in Lima, where he is CIA Chief of Station.

Palmer's Deputy, though nearly three years his senior, is David Nickerson, born January 1, 1933 in Hawaii. Nickerson entered the CIA in 1961, spending two years training as a Department of the Air Force "analyst." In 1963 he was posted to the Reykjavik, Iceland Embassy as a political officer. In 1966 he returned to Headquarters, and in 1970 was posted to the UNESCO office in Paris, as a political officer. In 1972 he returned again to Headquarters, where he remained until mid-1975. We have found no records relating to his whereabouts from that time until we were informed that, as of September 1981 at least he was at the Lima Embassy.

Philippines

According to the January 1981 Manila Diplomatic and Consular List, CIA veteran Harry Seger Sifer, Jr. was posted to the Manila, Philippines Embassy, where he is undoubtedly the CIA Chief of Station. Sifer, whose biography appears in Dirty Work and in Dirty Work 2, has been in the CIA since 1956, during which time he has been stationed in Cambodia, Vietnam, France, Japan, Tanzania and Indonesia. He has been Chief of Station in Cambodia, Tanzania and Indonesia, and is now filling that role, since at least January 1981, at the extremely large and important station at the Manila Embassy.

In CAIB Number 8 we noted that the telecommunications chief in Liberia, Marvin H. Chingdren, had been replaced in that major position in September 1979. Chingdren, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2, shows up on the January 1981 Manila Diplomatic List, indicating that he is now the CIA's chief of telecommunications there, supervising the CIA's communications headquarters for all of eastern Asia.

Somalia

David Preston Mathewson, a CIA case officer whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2, has been posted to the Mogadishu, Somalia Embassy since at least December 1980, according to our sources.
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South Africa

The January 1981 Pretoria Diplomatic List enables CAIB to expose the third successive Chief of Station at the Pretoria, South Africa Embassy. In CAIB Number 4, we noted that Dorwin M. Wilson had assumed the position in August 1975. In CAIB Number 5 we noted that Wilson had been replaced by Gerry Francis Gossens. We have now learned, from the Diplomatic List, that Gossens has been replaced by John Louis Kelly, Jr., a 48 year-old native of California. Kelly, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2, entered the CIA in 1962, spending two years in the tell-tale cover position of “research analyst” for the Department of the Air Force. He served in Addis Ababa from 1964 to 1967; in Benghazi from 1968 to 1970; in Nairobi from 1971 to 1973; and in Lusaka from 1973 until at least early 1976, the last reference to his whereabouts found in State Department records. We are unable to ascertain where he served between 1976 and 1980, but, according to the abovementioned Diplomatic List, he was posted to Pretoria in March 1980, where he has now taken over from Gossens. Leading the CIA’s team in South Africa, given the Reagan Administration’s Southern Africa policies, is a major responsibility for this 20-year CIA veteran.

Spain

We have located two CIA case officers in Spain. James J. Dolge, whose biography appears in Dirty Work, is, according to the January 1981 Madrid Diplomatic List, First Secretary at the Madrid Embassy, posted there in July 1980.

CAIB’s sources in Argentina have advised us that Timothy S. Griggs, a CIA case officer who served in Buenos Aires from at least May 1978, was transferred sometime prior to April 1981 to the Barcelona Consulate General. Griggs had served in Ankara, Turkey prior to his arrival in Argentina.

Sri Lanka

A case officer at the Colombo, Sri Lanka Embassy is Warren J. Marik, posted there in November 1980, according to the 1981 Colombo Diplomatic and Consular List. Marik served from 1974 to at least 1977 at the Ankara, Turkey Embassy; no information relating to his postings between that time and his arrival in Colombo have been found.

Switzerland

One of the CIA’s most senior officers, David D. Whipple, is the new Chief of Station at the U.S. Mission to the European Office of the United Nations and Other International Organizations in Geneva, Switzerland. Whipple, whose biography appears in Dirty Work, arrived in Geneva during or shortly prior to January 1981, to take over from Rowland E. Roberts, Jr., who, as noted in CAIB Number 8, arrived there in October 1979. Roberts may already have transferred, returned to Langley, or, perhaps, retired. Whipple, 58, has been with the CIA for 31 years, serving in Vietnam, Burma, and Thailand in the 1950s, the latter under AID cover as a police advisor. From 1961 to 1963 he was in the Congo (now Zaire), and he later served in London, Helsinki, and Lisbon; in the last two assignments he was Chief of Station. According to the July 1981 Geneva Lists of Permanent Missions, he is using the diplomatic cover of Attache at this very significant post.

Thailand

The new Chief of Station at the Bangkok, Thailand Embassy is Francis S. Sherry III, whose biography appears in Dirty Work. Sherry, a 29-year CIA veteran, has served in Vietnam, Belgium, Mexico, and Spain (see CAIB Number 4). Current CIA activities directed against Vietnam for which Bangkok is the primary base of operations—suggest why an experienced officer like Sherry was needed. From a European journalist CAIB has learned that Sherry arrived in Bangkok at least as of September 1981.

From the same source we have learned that Manfred Groth, a case officer whose biography appears in Dirty Work, was also posted to Bangkok at least as of September. Groth was in Laos from 1976 to 1977, when he was transferred to Bern, Switzerland. It is not known where he served between that posting and his arrival in Thailand.

Tunisia

Ralph C. Hughes, a case officer whose biography appears in CAIB Number 2, was located by a CAIB source at the Tunis, Tunisia Embassy as of February 1981. He is apparently Deputy Chief of Station there, having been transferred from the Amman, Jordan assignment noted in our second issue.

Turkey

According to the January 1981 Ankara Diplomatic List, James A. Higham, a veteran case officer, is now at the Ankara, Turkey Embassy, under cover as First Secretary. Higham, whose biography appears in Dirty Work is actually Chief of Station.

Uganda

The Chief of Station at the Kampala, Uganda Embassy is Carol Ann Roehl, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2. Roehl, one of the few high-ranking women CIA officers, has served in the Sudan and Tanzania. According to a CAIB source, she was in Kampala, as a consular officer, at least as of September 1980.
United Kingdom

A case officer who appears on the April 1981 London Diplomatic List is Stephen L. Conn, born October 21, 1932. Conn was posted to the London, United Kingdom Embassy at least as of this past April, in the cover position of First Secretary (Political). He served from 1970 to 1973 in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, before returning to Headquarters, where he remained until at least 1976, after which no State Department records of his whereabouts have been found until he surfaced in London.

Upper Volta

A case officer whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2, Donn Alden Weaver, has been transferred from Kenya to the Ouagadougou, Upper Volta Embassy in the cover position of Second Secretary and Consul. Weaver appears on the November 1980 Ouagadougou Diplomatic List, indicating that he arrived sometime prior thereto.

Zaire

Montgomery L. Rogers, a senior case officer whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2, has been recently posted to the Kinshasa, Zaire Embassy as a consular officer. Our source indicates to us that he appeared there at the beginning of October 1981. He is probably the Deputy Chief of Station.

Our source also has located the new Chief of Base at the Lubumbashi Consulate General, John F. McCarthy III, whose biography appears in Dirty Work 2. McCarthy had been Chief of Base in Kaduna, Nigeria since late 1978.

Zambia

In June, the government of Zambia expelled two U.S. diplomats and declared four others absent from the country at that time persona non grata. All were accused of being CIA officers. Among those barred from returning was Frederick Boyce Lundahl, the CIA Chief of Station in Maputo, Mozambique, expelled from that country in March. A high Zambian foreign ministry official was also arrested, accused of collaborating with the CIA officers. CAIB has learned that in the wake of the expulsions roving Ambassador-at-Large and former Deputy Director of the CIA Vernon Walters rushed to Lusaka to attempt to mend fences with the nervous Kaunda government. It is thus at a critical time that, we have learned, there is a new CIA Chief of Station in Lusaka. Robert H. Lupton, an Africa specialist, has departed (see CAIB Number 4), and William S. Lofgren, who has, according to State Department records, never served in Africa before, arrived, at least as of August. Lofgren, whose biography appears in Dirty Work, has worked during his 14-year CIA career in India, Lebanon, Cyprus, and Greece. It may well be that the Agency felt the delicacy of the situation required a fresh presence, someone not known in Africa. However, Lofgren, who spent the 1970s in every strife-torn area of the eastern Mediterranean, is not unfamiliar with the unstable political situations.

Other Items of Interest

While we usually report where CIA officers are, and not where they are not, the following information will be of interest to CAIB readers. In Number 9 we noted that Norman M. Descoteaux, the Kingston, Jamaica Chief of Station exposed by Philip Agee in 1976, had been posted to Algiers, Algeria in early 1980. An interesting article appeared in the July 31, 1981 issue of L'Opinion, a Moroccan newspaper. It noted that an official of the Algerian foreign ministry had been arrested for collaborating with the CIA, and that a Secretary at the U.S. Embassy had been expelled as the offending CIA contact. Although the newspaper did not name the unfortunate expellee was in fact Descoteaux, the Chief of Station.

Businessmen and Deep Cover

During the height of the Max Hugel scandal, Deputy Director of Central Intelligence Admiral Bobby Ray Inman, in a rare television appearance, pointed out that Director William Casey was deeply committed to the increased use of what Inman called "commercial drops." CAIB has learned of some developments which reinforce the proposition that the Reagan Administration is committed to the greatly increased use of deep cover for its intelligence officers, especially the use of commercial cover. The new Under Secretary of Commerce for International Trade is Lionel Olmer, who served of the staff of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board from 1972 to 1977, and was a consultant to the staff from then until the Inauguration. One might wonder why such a post has been filled by a person with high intelligence experience. However, it appears that the Commerce Department is instituting a new program whereby the Department will have a representative in every U.S. Embassy around the world. This will be a Commerce Department official, separate and apart from the usual State Department commercial officers found in most Embassies and Consulates.

The potential for such a network in intelligence work is obvious. This would allow for the use by the CIA of the Commerce Department for cover around the world without any of the disadvantages caused by State Department cover. Moreover, it gives CIA officers and agents under deep cover as businessmen another avenue of contact with their colleagues and controls without necessitating any contacts with intelligence officers under "light" State Department cover. Several groups are investigating this new program and further details may emerge.
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